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Abstract� Based on a variational model� the numerical analysis of microstructure
challenges supercomputers because of enforced oscillations on the length scale of
every mesh�size� Local minimizers in a �nite element discretization cluster and so
complicate the numerical simulation to become a numerical analyst�s nightmare�

The lectures address model examples to study these phenomena� such as the
quartic polynomial W �x� � �x�� 	�� in the real variable x� As a common property
of energy densities in models of phase transitions in solids or 
uids� the relevant
ingredients are that W �x� is non�negative and non�convex and has zeros at a �xed
number of points� here x � �	� the wells or zero�energy phases� Then� the mini�
mization problems are of the form

�M� Minimize E�u� �

Z
�

W �Du�dx� �lower order terms in u�

over u � A�

and typically allow for minimizing �better in�mizing� sequences enforcing �ner and
�ner oscillations which we call microstructures�

The numerical simulation of �M� and two related forms �G� and �C� is the
subject of the lectures� In the �rst step� we identify predictable quantities and argue
that the macroscopic displacement �eld� the Young measure for the description
of oscillations and the stress �eld are reasonable computable targets� Typically�
in�mizing sequences are weakly convergent but not strongly convergent� Hence�
relaxation is involved� for instance by measure valued solution concepts in �G� or
by convexi�cation in problem �C� �respectively by a quasiconvexi�cation in �Q���

Once a target quantity is �xed� step two selects one of the discrete counterparts
�Mh�� �Gh�� or �Ch� of problem �M�� �G�� or �C�� respectively� It is not e�cient to
always rely on �Mh�� Instead� if the convexi�cation is available� i�e� if the convexi�
�ed or quasiconvexi�ed energy density is known by an analytic formula� then �Ch�
is preferable standard �nite element schemes with a standard solver of the �nonlin�
ear� discrete minimization problem are available and even adaptive mesh�re�ning
algorithms work�

However� there are problems where relaxation is not feasible or inapplicable�
This leaves important and di�cult applications with enormous numerical di�culties
for future research� These lectures may be viewed as an introduction and �rst step
to challenge them�

� To appear as Chapter II of Theory and Numerics of Di�erential Equations�
Durham ���� �editors J�F� Blowey� J�P� Coleman and A�W� Craig�� Springer
the Universitext series� pp� ���	���
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� Motivation and Overview

Within a non�convex variational model ��������� the numerical simulation of
microstructures in phase transitions still requires huge hardware resources
and supercomputing facilities� The lectures explain numerical di	culties in
such non�convex minimization problems and why they might cause numerical
analyst
s nightmares� The standard remedy is to look for alternative formu�
lations o�ered by the state of the art calculus of variations�

An illustrative example� the author cannot handle� is provided by the
Ericksen�James energy density W � Rn�n � R� for n  � dimensions and
F � R����

�EJ� W �F �  k��C�� � C�� � ��� � k�C
�
�� � k�

�
�C�� � C���

���� ��
��

�and a similar expression for n  � dimensions�� In the language of continuum
mechanics� C  F TF  �Cjk� is the Cauchy strain tensor and F  Du is
the deformation gradient �k�� k�� k�� � are material constants�� For a space A
of admissible deformations u � � � R� of a planar body � with gradient
Du�x� � R���� the associated minimization problem reads

�M� Minimize E�u� 

Z
�

W �Du� dx� �lower order terms in u�

over u � A�

The lectures are devoted to various mathematical and computational aspects
related to the fact that the minimizer in problem �M� may be unattainable�
This is �rst explained for a one�dimensional simpli�cation� the problem ���
well� �d� below� where �  ��� ��� Indeed� typically the minimization process
enforces oscillations� called microstructures� and in�mizing sequences con�
verge weakly but not strongly� The macroscopic and microscopic mechanisms
for lowering the energy are di�erent and this complicates the situation� The
second and third examples study a ��well problem in n dimensions where
�  ��� ��n and a �linearized� model for phase transitions �PT ��

Throughout the lectures� we advertise two other associated formulations
of �M�� a generalized problem �G� with measure�valued solutions and a con�
vexi�ed problem �C� �respectively a quasiconvexi�ed problem �Q��� both
essentially equivalent to �M��

The primary goal of the lectures is the promotion of the strategy that�
depending on the target of computation and on the availability� one of the
three problems �M�� �G�� or �C� �respectively �Q�� should be selected and
discretized� A second goal is the discussion of �numerical� di	culties with the
three discrete counterparts �Mh�� �Gh� and �Ch�� Simple numerical examples
illustrate the motto of the lectures� if you can relax� do it� Here� relaxation
means the change from �M� to �G� or �C�� if available� preferably� to �C��
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Numerical examples prove the main advantages of �C�� �rst� adaptive mesh�
re�ning strategies work and� second� any reasonable �nite element scheme
with any standard minimization routine performs e�ectively and nested iter�
ation is feasible� The main disadvantage is that the problem �C�� substituted
by a quasiconvexi�cation �Q� in the vectorial case� is� in general� not easily
available�

The lectures are not designed as a comprehensive review of the theory �for
which we refer� e�g� to ����� On the contrary� they may be seen as the �rst step
towards the understanding of e�ective numerical simulations with important�
more general� energy densities such as �EJ�� For this vectorial problem �i�e�
the energy density is a function of m � n matrices with m�n � ��� convex�
i�cation is substituted by the more subtle concept of quasiconvexi�cation�
This leads to a problem �Q� which is more general than �C� and includes
�C� for scalar problems �i�e� for m  � or n  ��� For W as in �EJ�� the
quasiconvexi�cation QW is not known explicitly and so �Q� is not available�
Compared to the relatively modest examples below� the computation of QW
is a formidable task although it is a problem of the type �Mh��

The contents of the written form of the lectures is organized as follows�
The �rst and simplest ��well problem is motivated by the last and non�convex
contribution in �EJ� �for special values x � �C�� �C����

p
� or k�  �  ���

namely�

���well� �d� W �x�  �x� � ��� for x � R�
To explain what is so special with such a ��well energy densityW � R� R� we
start in Section � with four minimization problems over a �nite dimensional
space where existence of minimizers is quite obvious for lower semicontinuous
and coercive functionals� In �nite dimensions� minima are attained�

Microstructures� as we see in the lectures� come with in�nite dimensional
spaces and so a few explanations of Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces are con�
tained in Section �� Four minimization problems in Section � illustrate that
the attainment of the minimum in the Sobolev space W ��p��� �� may fail be�
cause of insu	cient growth or of non�convexity as in case of ���well�� The
direct method in the calculus of variations in Section � leads to more insight
into non�attainment of minimizers� It turns out that� in the scalar case� the
convexity of the energy density is essentially equivalent to the required weak
lower semicontinuity of the total energy E �W ��p���� R and so guarantees
attainment�

Numerical examples concern the two�well problem ���well� �d� or in n
dimensions the energy density

���well� W �F � � jF � F�j�jF � F�j� for F � Rn

with the given distinct wells F� and F� in Rn� We observe oscillations on
the scale of the mesh�size within a �nite element simulation� Looking at the
resulting pictures� philosophical questions arise� e�g� �What is a good quantity
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we may wish to approximate��� in the situation in which there exists no
continuous solution at all�

The lectures are guided by the following concept of Section �� if �M�
has no solution� the notion of minimizers and their properties �uniqueness
or regularity� are substituted by properties of in�mizing sequences� Amongst
those properties are weak limits� Young measures� stress �elds and minimal
energies�

Targeting one of those quantities� an e�ective numerical approximation
designs �nite dimensional problems to compute discrete solutions as e	�
ciently as possible� A substitution of the set of admissible functions A by
a �nite element space Ah in �M� results in a discrete version

�Mh� Minimize E�uh� over uh � Ah�

Section � describes this approach� shows the existence of discrete minimizers
and the fact that they are in�mizing for �M� as the mesh�size shrinks to zero�
We study the convergence of the energy in Section � for a one�dimensional
example due to O� Bolza and L�C� Young ������� with the energy density
���well� and a quadratic lower order term� The discrete solution is known
explicitly in this model example and shows oscillations� The main objection
against the practical realization of �Mh� is the di	cult calculation of discrete
minimizers� In a one�dimensional model situation� Section � shows that a
huge number of local minimizers cluster around any global solution of �Mh��
As a consequence� descent algorithms will get stuck at a local minimizer
�hopefully� near by� but di�erent to� the discrete solution�

Section �� provides an outlook to higher dimensional and more physi�
cal or di	cult examples or similar applications such as optimal design or
micromagnetism�

A second drawback of the application of �Mh�� discussed in Section ��
is the lack of strong convergence of an in�mizing sequence of �nite element
solutions �uh� towards its weak limit u in W ��p���� Such limitations can be
overcome by a suitable change of the mathematical framework� the discrete
problem replaces not only the set of admissible functions A by a discrete
version Ah but also the energy density W �Du� by a proper generalization�
The lectures will follow two alternative approaches where

W �Duh� is substituted by h �h�W i or by QW �Duh��

Here� �h is a discretized Young measure and QW is the quasiconvex hull
of W � To describe those concepts� Section �� introduces Young measures
for the statistical description of oscillations� for some continuous functions
g � Rn � R� the Young measure � generated by a sequence �ruj� determines
the weak limit of g�ruj�� Indeed�

�g�ruj�� � h �� g i weakly in L�����
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where h �� g i �x�  R g��� d�x���� Section �� discusses the important link with
weak limits for �uj�� u in W ��p��� through

h �� Id i  ru�

This is a characterization in the scalar case and necessary �but� in general� not
su	cient� in the subtle vectorial case� The relaxation introduced in Section ��
involves Young measures � and displacements u as unknowns� The set of
admissible pairs is

B � f�u� �� � u � A � � Young measure with h �� Id i  rug�
and the relaxation of �M� is the generalized problem

�G� Minimize

Z
�

h ��W i dx� �lower order terms� over �u� �� � B�

Section �� concludes with a description of the discrete version �Gh� of �G��
The minimization problem �G� is local in �  ��x� in the sense that� given

F  ru�x� for some x � �� the optimal Young measure �x has to satisfy
h �� Id i  ru but is not related to any other point in �� Thus� under the
side restriction h�� Id i  F we face a minimization problem h��W i for a
probability measure �� The minimum value for h��W i is given by CW �F �
where CW is the lower convex envelope of W � If an analytical formula for
CW is known� Section �� introduces the problem

�C� Minimize

Z
�

CW �ru� dx � �lower order terms� over u � A�

The �nite element analysis of �C� is possible by a direct discretization �Ch�
where the continuous set of admissible deformations is substituted by a �nite
element subspace of Section ��

It turns out that �M�� �G� and �C� are generally equivalent� This is ex�
plained and illustrated in Section �� with a numerical example�

The main point raised in the lectures is that� for a given target quan�
tity� the mathematical formulation can be chosen properly� For instance� a
macroscopic deformation u in �M� is approximated by a discrete version of
an auxiliary problem �Ch�� Moreover� the Young measures generated by in�
�mizing sequences of �M� are approximated within a post�processing step
by ruh� Although ruh shows no oscillations at all� the Young measures and
the stress �eld of �M� can be deduced via simple formulae� Section �� gives
a sketch of this for the �scalar� ��well potential�

Within this e	cient approximation� the �unknown� exact gradient ru is
replaced by the �computed� discrete approximation ruh� The discretization
error of ruh enters all the formulae and so we face the di	cult error estima�
tions of all the involved resulting quantities� We give a sketch in Section ��
of a priori and a posteriori error estimates available for the ��well problem�
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The solution algorithms� which include the automatic adaptive mesh�
design as well� for the problem �Ch� make use of the convex structure of
�C�� instead of clusters of minimizers� the set of minimizers is convex and
standard descent algorithms work even in the presence of degeneracies as
reported in Section ���

There is a vectorial example with a known quasiconvex hull which we
address in Section ��� In case of compatible wells� the quasiconvexi�cation is
the convexi�cation ���� and so the local analysis of the scalar ��well problem
is applicable� We report on the results of ���� and refer to that paper for
computations of mechanical problems�

The lectures conclude with a brief summary in Section ���
Finally a word of caution� there are illustrative exercises mainly in the

�rst part of the lectures� The author hopes that all of them are well stated
but� without proper a priori knowledge� their solution may be di	cult even
if elementary solutions are possible� Besides exercises� we provide open prob�
lems which are� the author believes� interesting questions for possible further
research�

Moreover� although the lectures provide some introduction into Sobolev
spaces� convex analysis� or the �nite element methods� the reader is expected
to look at textbooks for details� e�g� �������� if the description given here
appears too short� More mathematical analysis on microstructures �e�g� for
the vector case� may be found in ����

� Four Minimization Problems in Rn

Four of the simplest minimization problems of the form

�M� Minimize W � Rn � R�

allow important observations� continuity and growth conditions on W are
su	cient for existence of minimizers and strict convexity yields uniqueness�

Example ��� �Quadratic Case�� Given a real number f � setW �x� � ���x��
f x for a real argument x� There exists a unique minimizer x  f of W � This
example works for higher dimensions n � � as well� where� given a vector
f � Rn and a matrix A � Rn�n�

W �x�  ���x � Ax� f � x for x � Rn�

A natural candidate for a �local� minimizer of a smooth function W is a
solution of DW �x�  �� a typical necessary condition for minimizers� The
derivative of W at x reads Bx�f where B � symA � �A�AT ��� � Rn�n

is the symmetric part of A�
If B is regular �i�e� B�� exists�� x  B�� f is the unique solution of

DW �x�  � and is indeed the unique minimizer of W when B is positive
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de�nite �i�e� all eigenvalues of B are positive�� Otherwise� e�g� for A  B 
diag��� ��� the ��� diagonal matrix with diagonal entries � and �� it depends
on f if solutions exist or not� if they exist� they are no longer uniquely de�ned�
�M� has no unique solution whenever W lacks the quadratic growth�

Remark ���� The previous example illustrates two more general observations�
if W has quadratic growth� i�e� W �x� � 	jxj� � 
 for positive 	 and real 
�
there exists a solution� If W is strictly convex� i�e� W ��x� y���� � �W �x� �
W �y����� the solution is unique� Both e�ects overlap in the example�

Two phenomena are responsible for non�attainment of minimizers� The
�rst one is that the growth is too slow�

Example ��� �Linear Growth�� Given f � R� de�ne W �x� � jxj � f x for
real x� n  �� W is convex and has linear growth if �� � f � �� There is a
unique minimizer � if �� � f � �� there are minimizers ���� �� if f  � and
minimizers ����� if f  ��� while infx�RW �x�  �� if f � �� or � � f �

Similar phenomena arise for a smoother version of the function W �x� �
��x� � f x where ��x� � ���x� for �� � x � � and ��x� � jxj � ���
for other real x� This example arises in mathematical models of elastoplastic
material� e�g� for a displacement�oriented formulation of von Mises perfect
plasticity ����� Owing to linear growth� the right�hand side needs a restriction
�here� �� � f � �� which is known in plasticity as �C� Johnson
s� safe�load
assumption �����

The second phenomenon responsible for non�attainment of minimizers is
the lack of lower semicontinuity�

Example ��� �Lack of Lower Semicontinuity�� Set W �x�  ���x� if x � R n
f�g but W ��� � �� Then� infW  � but the limit of an in�mizing sequence
�i�e� a sequence �xj� in R with limj��W �xj�  infx�RW �x�� is � and by
explicit de�nition of W � � � W ���� this limit is not a minimizer� There is no
solution to �M� in this example�

Remark ���� The previous example illustrates that a lack of continuity of
W is responsible for non�attainment� Continuity is a concept relative to a
topology� the choice of a topology in Rn is sometimes not necessary� e�g�
all norms are equivalent� Hence� one usually does not explicitly refer to a
topology in Rn� This is di�erent in in�nite dimensional vector spaces�

The lack of lower semicontinuity certainly appears arti�cial in the previous
example� but the next section will provide examples where this is no longer
an artifact but an important feature of the model in in�nite dimensional
function spaces�

Exercise ���� Let W � Rn � R be lower semicontinuous with lim
jxj��

W �x� 

�� Prove that there exists a minimizer�
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Example ��� �Non�Convex Case�� An application of Exercise ��� is the non�
convex ��well potentialW �x� � �x�����x����� Let f � R then the function
W �x� � �x � ����x � ��� � f x� where we subtract the linear combination
f x� allows minimizers which are� in general� not unique� A similar example
is W �x� � minf��� �x� ���� ��� �x����g� The two wells or the phases� ���
are energetically favorable�

� Function Spaces

The Sobolev space W ��p��� �� consists of functions u in the Lebesgue space
Lp��� �� which are �in a weak sense� di�erentiable and their derivative u�

belongs to Lp��� ���

De�nition ��� �Lebesgue Space�� Given � � p � � and an open set
� 	 Rn� Lp��� is the vector space of measurable functions u such that kukp
is �nite� where the norm kukp is de�ned by

kukp  kukLp��� 
� �R

� jujp dx
���p

for p ���

ess supfju�x�j � x � �g for p ��

�As usual we identify functions that only di�er on a set of measure zero��

De�nition ��� �Sobolev Norm�� Given � � p � � and an open set
� 	 Rn� let u be di�erentiable and let ru denote its gradient �i�e� the vector
of all distributional �rst�order derivatives�� then

kuk��p � kukW ��p��� �

� �
kukpp � krukpp

���p
for p ���

maxfkuk�� kruk�g for p ��

The semi�norms j � j��p denote the gradient contributions in the Sobolev norm�
e�g� juj��p � krukp�

Exercise ����

�a� Prove that kuk��p � � for u � C���� �the latter means that u is di�er�
entiable in the classical sense and the derivative ru exists on � and can
be continuously extended to ���

�b� Prove that �C����� ���� k � k��p� is not complete for � � p � �� i�e� show
that there exists a Cauchy sequence which is not convergent towards some
element in C����� ����

�c� Is �C����� ���� k � k���� complete�

The completion process is known from the construction of the real num�
bers and works similarly in arbitrary normed linear spaces�
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De�nition ��� �Sobolev Space�� Given � � p � � and an open set
� 	 Rn� let W ��p��� �respectively W ��p

� ���� be the completion of C��Rn�
�respectively C�� ��� � fu � C��Rn� � suppu 	 �g� with respect to the
Sobolev norm k � k��p�
Remark ���� The precise properties of Sobolev functions �i�e� elements of
Sobolev spaces� is a subtle point and their �ne properties lie beyond the
scope of the lectures� It is su	cient for our purpose to know that �for certain
domains �� a function u belongs to W ��p��� if and only if u � Lp��� has a
weak derivative ru which belongs to Lp���n� Then� its Sobolev norm kuk��p
makes sense and this is indeed the norm of u in W ��p����

Remark ���� In one space dimension� Sobolev functions are di�erentiable and
satisfy the fundamental theorem of calculus� One has u � W ��p��� �� if and
only if u is absolutely continuous� i�e� di�erentiable almost everywhere with

u�b�� u�a� 

Z b

a

u��x� dx for all � � a � b � ��

and u� u� � Lp��� ��� In particular� Lipschitz continuous functions are Sobolev
functions and Sobolev functions are continuous� In higher dimension n� this
remains true for � � n � p� We refer to ���� for an introduction to this topic
and to ���� for �ne properties�

Remark ���� Homogeneous boundary conditions on u �W ��p��� can be writ�
ten as u �W ��p

� ��� and indeed�

W ��p
� ���  fu �W ��p��� � u  � on �g�

where u  � on � can be interpreted in the pointwise sense if n  � since
then u is continuous� In general� u  � on � is understood in the sense of
traces� see for example ���� for details on the notions of the trace and the
precise representative�

� Four Minimization Problems in W ��p��� ��

Our �rst glance at minimization problems is continued with four minimization
problems for f � Lp��� and a smooth W � Rn � R of the form

�M� Minimize E�u� �

Z
�

W �ru� dx�
Z
�

f u dx

over u � A 	W ��p����

In principle� we will encounter the same phenomena as in the case of a �nite
dimensional domain� we list four examples� state the corresponding results�
and partly discuss their proofs in the subsequent section�
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Example ��� �Quadratic Case�� IfW �F � � �
� jF j� in �M� and A W ��p

� ����
then �M� has a unique solution� The same is true for other boundary values�
e�g� if A  uD �W ��p

� ��� for some �xed uD � W ��p����

Exercise ���� Prove uniqueness of the solution to �M� in Example ����

Example ��� �Linear Growth�� If W �F � � jF j� n  �� �  ��� ��� A 
fu � W ��p��� �� � u���  �� u���  �g and f  ����� there is no solution to
�M�� The point here is that the growth conditions match for only p  � and
W ������ �� is not re�exive�

Indeed� the function uj de�ned by uj�x� � maxf�� � � j�x � ��g for
� � x � � and � � j belongs to A� it is zero on ��� �� ��j� and it increases
linearly in �����j� �� from zero to one with the slope j� Hence� E�uj�  ����j
and so infu�A E�u� � �� Suppose that u � A satis�es E�u� � �� Since u is
continuous and equals � at �� there exists some maximal zero � of u in ��� ���
hence u is positive on ��� ��� The fundamental theorem of calculus shows

Z �

�

u�x� dx �
Z �

�

ju�x�jdx �
Z �

�

����
Z x

�

u��y� dy

���� dx
�
Z �

�

ku�kL������dx  � ku�kL������

and so

� � � � ��� ���� ku�kL������ �
Z �

�

ju��x�jdx � ���

Z �

�

u�x� dx�

Since this is the contribution on the subinterval ��� �� to E�u� � � we deduce

Z �

�

ju��x�jdx � ���

Z �

�

u�x� dx � �� ��

Since u is positive on ��� ��� � �
R �
� u�x� dx� Hence�

R �
� ju��x�jdx � � � ��

The fundamental theorem of calculus again� and u���  �� u���  �� show a
contradiction� namely

� 

Z �

�

u��x� dx �
Z �

�

ju��x�jdx � �� ��

We therefore have no function u � A with E�u� � �� We have shown that
infu�AE�u�  � is not attained� the pointwise limit of the in�mizing sequence
�uj� is not in A�

The lack of re�exivity of L���� �� can be overcome by changing the for�
mulation and seeking solutions in the �still not re�exive� space of functions
of bounded variation �����
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In the �rst example with non�convex energy density� we have in�nitely
many minimizers�

Example ��� �Non�Convex Case I�� In the ��well potential� W �F � � �F �
����F � ���� n  �� �  ��� ��� there exist in�nitely many solutions if f  ��
Indeed� every Lipschitz continuous function with u��x�  �� for almost all x
which satis�es the boundary conditions u���  � and u���  u� with ju�j � �
has zero energy and so minu�A E�u�  � is attained for A  fu �W ������ �� �
u���  �� u���  u�g� Note that we have uniqueness in the case u�  ���
u�x�  �x solves �M�� The situation is less simple for � � ju�j where we
certainly see that � � E�u��

Exercise ���� Prove uniqueness of the solution to �M� for u�  � in Exam�
ple ���� �Hint � use that � � ���F � �� � W �F �� the fundamental theorem
of calculus and the boundary conditions��

In the second example with non�convex energy density� we have no mini�
mizer�

Example ��� �Non�Convex Case II�� In the ��well potential� W �F � � �F �
����F � ���� n  �� �  ��� ��� with strictly convex lower order term�

E�u� 

Z �

�

W �u�� dx�

Z �

�

u� dx�

there exists no minimizer in A W ��p
� ��� ��� To prove this� let � � � � � and

consider a Lipschitz function u� with u����  �  u���� with the slopes ��
almost everywhere� There are certainly various ways to arrange that� even
under the additional restriction that u� is small� namely� ku�k� � ��

Let us sketch just one way for an even number k with ��k � �� Set u��  ��
on the intervals �j�k� �j � ���k� for j  �� �� �� �� � � � � k � � and set u��  ��
on the intervals �j�k� �j����k� for j  �� �� �� � � � � k��� With continuity and
boundary conditions� this speci�es exactly one u� in A�

Such a sequence u� is a Sobolev function in W ������ �� 	W ������ �� and
its energy is smaller than ��� the �rst contribution W �u��� vanishes almost
everywhere and the last is ku�k�� � �� since ku�k� � ��

Choosing � positive but arbitrarily small we observe infu�AE�u� � ��
Since � � E� this shows that �u� � � 
 �� yields in�mizing sequences and
that infu�AE�u�  ��

The in�mal energy is not attained� otherwise a Sobolev function u would
satisfy kuk�� � E�u�  � and so u  � which implies W �u��  � and so the
contradiction � � E�u�  ��

Remark ���� The non�convex examples are due to O� Bolza� see also L�C�
Young� ��������
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Remark ���� Even if the minimizing problem �M� has no solution� the in�
�mizing sequences may contain typical features of the model of interest� The
subsequent section attempt to explain why non�attainment results occur�

Exercise ���� Let W � X � R be convex and di�erentiable on the normed
linear space X � Suppose x is a critical point of W �i�e� DW �x�  ���

�a� Prove that x is a �global� minimizer�

�b� Prove that the set of minimizers is convex�

�c� Prove x is the only minimizer if W is strictly convex�

�d� Give an example of a convex W with multiple minimizers�

Exercise ���� Prove uniqueness of a minimizer of

Z �

�

�u��x� � ����u��x� � ��� dx

in A  fu �W ��p��� �� � u���  �� u���  �g�

Exercise ���� Let W � Rn � ����� be lower semicontinuous and �uj� � u
in W ��p��� ��� Prove

Z
�

W �ru� dx � lim inf
j��

Z
�

W �ruj� dx�

�Hint � Check pointwise convergence and apply Fatou
s lemma��

Exercise ��	� State and prove the reverse inequality of Exercise ��� �for W
upper semicontinuous��

� The Direct Method in the Calculus of Variations

This section brie�y explores the three disciplines of the direct method in the
calculus of variations�

Throughout this section we specify further conditions on a convex �pos�
sibly non�linear� continuous functional � � W ��p���� R� � a bounded con�
nected open subset ofRn�W � Rn � R continuous and address minimization
problems of the form

�M� Minimize E�u� �

Z
�

W �ru� dx���u�

over u � A 	W ��p����
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��� First Stage� Construction of In�mizing Sequences

Amongst the necessary conditions for the attainment of a minimizer is that
there exist elements in the set A 	W ��p��� with �nite energy� i�e� E�u�� ��
for some u� � A� Starting from such an element we may construct a sequence
�uj� in A with decreasing energies� E�uj�
 E� � infu�AE�u��

In the �rst stage we need to check �� � E�� The preceding examples
suggest that this question is related to growth conditions� For a typical multi�
well example� we have � �W and p�th order growth outside a bounded region�
i�e� there exist positive constants c�� c� and � � p �� such that

maxfc�jF jp � c�� �g �W �F � for all F � Rn�

Writing � � j�j � � for the n�dimensional Lebesgue measure of � a �rst
consequence� for all u � A� reads

c�jujp��p � c�j�j � E�u�� ��u�

and so we require growth conditions on � as well� The discussion is simpli�ed
for the model example

��u� � 	 ku� fkpp � ��u��

where � � 	� f � Lp���� � �W ��p���� R linear and bounded� If c� denotes
the norm of �� we have

	kukpp � c�kuk��p � ��u� for all u � W ��p����

�up to an additive constant� this is a typical estimate for a convex functional
�proved in a more general setting with the concept of subgradients��

At this stage we need either 	 � � or boundary conditions imposed on A
that guarantee a Poincar�e inequality

kukpp � c� jujp��p for all u � A�

The combination of the above estimates results in

c�kukp��p � c�j�j � c�kuk��p � E�u� for all u � A�

A brief consideration of the real valued function c� t
p � c�j�j � c� t� which

essentially utilizes � � p� veri�es that

�� � c	 � min
t��

�
c� t

p � c�j�j � c� t
�
� E�u� for all u � A�

Consequently� c	 � E� and� hence� there exists an in�mizing sequence �uj�
the energies of which converge to the in�mal energy E� � R�
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��� Second Stage� A Priori Bounds of In�mizing Sequences

A compactness argument will serve as the main argument for the existence of
a minimizer u which will be an accumulation point of the in�mizing sequence
�uj�� As Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces are not locally compact� the point is a
proper topology�

Theorem ���� Let �uj� be a sequence in W ��p���
 � � p� q ��
 ��p���q 
�
 with bounded norms
 i�e� supj�N kujk��p � �� Then
 there exists a weak
limit u in W ��p��� of a subsequence �uk�
 i�e�

lim
k��

Z
�

�uk v �ruk � w� dx



Z
�

�u v �ru � w� dx for all �v� w� � Lq���n
��

written ��uk� � u in W ��p���� and pronounced ��uk� tends weakly to u in
W ��p�����

Proof� The proof of the theorem could be �and sometimes is� given as an ex�
ercise in pde courses and employs a diagonal argument along the separability
of the Sobolev spaces inherited from the separability of the Lebesgue spaces�
There is also an alternative more general proof based on the re�exivity of
Sobolev and Lebesgue spaces and a theorem due to Banach and Alaoglu�
We refer to courses and books on functional analysis for further details and
�nally stress that here we needed � � p ��� namely p � �� ut
Remark ���� The theorem is valid for p  �� q  � as well where we write
�uk�

�
� u in W ������� The theorem fails if p  � as we learned in Ex�

ample ���� instead� measure valued solutions are required� Notice that the
concept of Young measures applies for all � � p � � and so is more general�

In order to employ weak convergence� we have to show that the in�mizing
sequence �uj� from the �rst stage is a priori bounded� The arguments of the
�rst stage show in particular

c�kujkp��p � c�j�j � c�kujk��p � E�uj� � E� � �

for j su	ciently large� say� for all j  J� J � �� � � � �
A brief consideration of the inequality c� t

p� c�j�j� c� t � ��E� reveals
� � t � c� with a constant c� which depends on c�� c�� c�� c�� E�� 	 and j�j�
Hence

kujk��p � c� for all j  J � �� J � �� � � �

In summary� under some growth conditions on � �namely 	 � �� or under
Dirichlet conditions �namely A 	 fu � W ��p��� � u  uD on �Dg for some
part �D of the boundary of positive surface measure�� the in�mizing sequence
�uj� is bounded in W ��p����
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��� Third Stage� Passage to the Limit

The �rst stage produces an in�mizing sequence which is seen in the second
stage to be bounded in the Sobolev space W ��p���� The announced conse�
quence of Theorem ��� reads

�uk�� u in W ��p���

for a subsequence �uk� of �uj� and some u in W ��p���� Part of the assertion
of the theorem is the existence of u in W ��p���� We have to guarantee that
u belongs to A� which is indeed satis�ed in the above examples� e�g� for A
equal to W ��p��� or W ��p

� ��� or A  fu �W ��p��� � u  uD on �Dg�
Any convex and closed set A 	W ��p��� is sequentially weakly closed and

so �uk� in A and �uk�� u imply u � A�
Given the weak limit u � A� this is a good candidate for a possible

minimizer of E asE�  limk�� E�uk� and �uk�� u� We refer to Example ���
for a situation in which an accumulation point of an in�mizing sequence is
not a minimizer� Hence� further conditions are required to guarantee that E
is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous � usually abbreviated as s�w�l�s�c�
�and often the s for sequentially is dropped though meant to be there��

De�nition ���� The functional E � W ��p��� � R is sequentially weakly
lower semicontinuous �s�w�l�s�c�� if for all weakly converging sequences �uj� �
u in W ��p���� there holds

E�u� � lim inf
j��

E�uj��

With a sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous E we deduce

E� � E�u� � lim inf
k��

E�uk�  E�

and see that u is indeed a minimizer of E in A� In particular� we have seen
that �M� has a solution�

Remark ���� Example ��� shows that p  � requires a di�erent functional
analytical setting� Di	culties with linear growth in the direct method of the
calculus of variations are not artifacts�

The above examples successfully pass the �rst two stages and so the ques�
tion of existence of minimizers is reduced to the question� under which con�
ditions is E sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous�

Remark ���� In �nite dimensional spaces� there is no di�erence between weak
and strong convergence and so sequentially weakly lower semicontinuity of a
functional is equivalent to its lower semicontinuity� This explains that non�
attainment results in Section � were possible only in Example ��� for a non�
smooth functional�
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Remark ���� It is clear that linear and bounded functionals are s�w�l�s�c� and
that the sum of two s�w�l�s�c� functionals is s�w�l�s�c�

Theorem ���� Let W � Rn � R be convex and lower semicontinuous� Sup�
pose that c� � W �F � for all F � Rn and some positive constant c�� Then

the energy functional u �� R

�
W �ru� dx is s�w�l�s�c�

Proof� By selection of a proper subsequence we shall assume� without loss
of generality� that the sequence

R
�W �ruj� dx is monotone decreasing and

convergent for some �uj� � u in W ��p����
Mazur
s theorem guarantees for every weakly convergent sequence �uj� �

u the existence of a strongly �i�e� in the sense of norms� converging se�
quence �vj� � u which consists of members of convex combinations� vj �
convfuj � uj
�� uj
�� � � � g �

�X
k�j

�kuk such that ��k� is a sequence of non�

negative real numbers of which a �nite number is di�erent from zero and

which adds up to �
�
� we refer to lectures or books on functional analysis for

a proof� Then� a subsequence rvk tends to ru pointwise almost everywhere
in � and we shall assume that

R
�
W �rvk� dx is monotone decreasing and

hence convergent in R  f��g�
Owing to the above growth conditions� wk � W �rvk� � c� is non�

negative� Since �wk� converges pointwise almost everywhere on � to w �
W �ru� � c�� Fatou
s lemma revealsZ

�

W �ru� dx� c� j�j 
Z
�

w dx � lim
k��

Z
�

wk dx�

�j�j is the measure of �� and soZ
�

W �ru� dx � lim
k��

Z
�

W �rvk� dx�

Since vk 
P�

j�k �juj with convex coe	cients ��j� and since W is convex�
we have

W �rvk� �
�X
j�k

�jW �ruj�

and an integration over � showsZ
�

W �rvk� dx �
�X
j�k

�j

Z
�

W �ruj� dx �
Z
�

W �ruk� dx� ut

Exercise ���� LetW � Rn � R be lower semicontinuous� Suppose that �c� �
W �F � for all F � Rn and some positive constant c�� Suppose �uj� � u
strongly in W ��p���� Prove thatZ

�

W �ru� dx � lim inf
j��

Z
�

W �ruj� dx�
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Exercise ���� Let W � Rn � R be upper semicontinuous� Suppose that
W �F � � c��� � jF jp� for all F � Rn and some positive constant c�� Sup�
pose �uj�� u strongly in W ��p���� Prove that

lim inf
j��

Z
�

W �ruj� dx �
Z
�

W �ru� dx�

�Hint � Proceed similarly as in the previous exercise with the converse in�
equalities��

Example ���� The energy functional
R �
�
W �u�� dx is not s�w�l�s�c� for the ��

well energy density W �as otherwise minimizers are always guaranteed��

Proof� The sequence �u�� of Example ��� converges pointwise everywhere and

in the weak sense to u  � in W ������ �� and
R �
� W �u��� dx  � while the weak

limit has the energy
R �
�
W ��� dx  �� ut

The preceding example can be generalized to lower semicontinuous func�
tionals and this shows that convexity is essentially equivalent to sequentially
weak lower semicontinuity�

Exercise ���� Prove that any non�convex functional � � R � R yields an

energy functional
R �
� ��u

�� dx which is not s�w�l�s�c� in W ��p����

Exercise ���� Prove that
R
�W �ru� dx is s�w�l�s�c� if regarded as a mapping

on a �nite dimensional subspace S �W ��p��� providedW � Rn � R is lower
semicontinuous�

Remark ���� Quite general results on attainment and non�attainment of min�
imizers of Z

�

W �ru� dx

under a	ne boundary conditions are found in ���� under �almost� minimal
continuity and growth assumptions on W � Rn � R�

� Typical Information from In	mizing Sequences

Before we address various �nite element models� we should �x the goals of
the numerical simulations� Since Problem �M� may fail to have a solution�
it is not so clear what a �nite element approximation does approximate� A
proper question is �What do in�mizing sequences in Problem �M� look like��
or� more generally� �What can we learn from in�mizing sequences��

The lectures o�er a few answers� namely the macroscopic deformation�
the stress �eld and Young measures� Let us formulate proper and improper
questions in the context of the following example�
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Example 	��� For j  �� �� �� �� � � � and x � Rd� k � Z set

pj�x� 

�
a if k�j � x � n � �k � ���j�
b if �k � ���j � x � n � �k � ���j�

Here� � � � � �� a� b � Rd� n � Rd� jnj  �� are �xed parameters� Figure ���
shows regions of equal values of pj in a larger structure�

n

p=a

p=b
j

j

Fig� ���� Layers of Example ��	 regions of equal values of pj are shaded equally�

Exercise 	��� Let � be a bounded and measurable set in Rd� Prove �pj� �
�a � �� � ��b in Lp��� and that �pj� is not strongly convergent �if � �
� � �� a � b�� Prove� for any g � Rd � R and measurable � � R

d�
limj��

R
�
g�pj�x�� dx  j�j ��g�a� � ��� ��g�b���

Exercise 	��� Suppose a and b are d� d matrices �d  �� �� � � � �� Under what
conditions on a� b and the vector n does pj equal a gradient of a Lipschitz
function� �Hint � a  b � c � n for some c � Rd� the dyadic product � is
de�ned by �c� n�jk  cj nk��

Oscillations� as in Example ���� typically arise in nature and are called
layers� They are higher dimensional analogues of the oscillations of u�� from
Example ���� The sequence �pj� converges weakly inW ��p��� to the constant
�a������b which may be regarded as the averaged strain� the corresponding
a	ne mapping is the global displacement� Hence� the weak limits of in�mizing
sequences are candidates for �nite element approximations�
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A second quantity of interest is hidden in Exercise ���� The weak limits
of images �g�pj�� of �pj� can be computed by a linear functional

� g�a� � ��� �� g�b� � h �� g i

where �  ��a � �� � ���b is a Young measure �see below for more details��
This will be explained in Section ��� but is certainly a quantity of interest
which describes the oscillations in a statistical way� For instance� a numerical
simulation may aim to give quantitative answers to the question �How big is
the proportion � in a �xed sample � where oscillating sequences �pj� take a
value close to a��� It appears pointless to ask this for a material point x in
the domain �note that � has a �xed positive volume�� indeed Example ���
and Example ��� show that u���x�  �� or u���x�  �� are possible answers
when we change �u�� a little�

Another interesting variable is the stress �eld which is indeed a macro�
scopic quantity� To see this� consider the stress �� � DW �u��� for an in�miz�
ing sequence u� in Example ���� Note that u��  �� and so ��  � almost
everywhere in �� This is� of course� a very simple example but illustrates that
strong convergence for the stress variable is possible below�

If the targets are �xed� we may try to �nd the most economical method
to approximate them� It turns out that not only di�erent meshes� but also
di�erent energy densities should be involved in the design of e	cient algo�
rithms�


 Finite Element Discretization of �M�

Let � be a connected� open and bounded set in Rn with a polyhedral bound�
ary � � Suppose T is a regular partition of � into n�simplices� called ele�
ments� �such that any two simplices are either disjoint or share a complete
sub�manifold of their boundaries� �����

For each element T � T � the ratio of the diameter hT of T and the
diameter of the largest ball included in T is bounded from above by a universal
constant c independent of h� Let E be the set of all faces E of elements and
let hE be the diameter of E � E �

Let Lk�T � be the set of all �in general discontinuous� functions v � �� R

such that vjT is a polynomial of �total� degree at most k for all T � T � Set
Sk�T � � Lk�T � � C��� and de�ne

Ah � Sk�T � � A

�A is supposed to be weakly closed and such that Ah is non�void� for some
k � � and the set of admissible functions A�
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The direct approach for the numerical simulation of microstructure simply
replaces the set of admissible functions A in the problem

�M� Minimize E�u� �

Z
�

W �ru� dx���u�

over u � A �W ��p����

by its subset Ah� here� W � Rn � R and � � W ��p��� � R satisfy growth
conditions

maxfc�jF jp � c�� �g � W �F � for all F � Rn�

�c�kuk��p � ��u� for all u � W ��p����

for some constants c� � �� c� � R� c� � � and � � p ��� Hence� the discrete
problem reads

�Mh� Minimize E�uh� �

Z
�

W �ruh� dx���uh�

over uh � Ah 	W ��p����

We assume that either A imposes Dirichlet boundary conditions or 	 � � in
��u�  ��u� � 	 ku� fkpp�
Theorem 	��� There exist inmizing sequences �uj� in �M� which are we�
akly convergent to u � A which may or may not be a minimizer�

There exist discrete minimizers uh in Ah that solve �Mh�
 if W is lower
semicontinuous�

Proof� The part on �M� follows from the preceding discussion of the direct
method in the calculus of variations� The same arguments apply to the dis�

crete situation as well and we obtain a sequence �u
�j�
h � which is weakly conver�

gent towards uh � Ah� Exercise ��� then shows that E�uh� � limj�� E�u
�j�
h �

and hence that uh solves �Mh�� ut
Examples below will show that solutions of �Mh� are� in general� not

unique� Moreover� the fact that �M� may fail to have solutions implies that
any sequence of solutions uh of �Mh� for a sequence of triangulations with
�ner and �ner mesh�sizes h� � cannot be strongly convergent�

Theorem 	��� Suppose that �M� has no solution� Then
 any inmizing se�
quence is not convergent in the norm of W ��p����

Proof� Suppose �uj� � u in W ��p��� is an in�mizing sequence� The above
arguments and Exercise ��� show that E�u�  lim infj�� E�uj� and so u is
a minimizer� ut

Positively speaking� if it happens that �say� for a subsequence of solutions�
uh �of �Mh�� tends strongly to some u in W ��p��� as h � �� then u solves
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�M�� If we are interested in situations where �M� has no solutions� then we
should merely expect weak forms of convergence�

One form of convergence is the convergence of energy� Without growth
conditions� sequences of discrete solutions are not necessarily in�mizing�

Example ��� �Lavrentiev Phenomenon�� A simple example due to Mani�a sho�
ws a surprising phenomenon about the minimization of

E�u� 

Z �

�

�u��x�� x���u��x��	 dx

among absolutely continuous functions u with boundary conditions u���  �
and u���  �� There is a unique minimizer u��x�  x��� and E�u��  �� We
follow ��� for an indication that the numerical analysis of this problem may
be non�standard and calculate the energy E�Iu�� where Iu is the nodal inter�
polation of u on a uniform mesh with mesh�size h� The energy contribution
of Iu�x�  h����x on the �rst element � � x � h is

�

���
h�� 

Z h

�

�
�h����x�� � x

��
�h�����	 dx � E�Iu�

and so E�Iu��� as h� �� It is known ��� that the repulsion property

�  min
Ap

E � min
A���

E  min
A�

E

holds for any p � ��� with di�erent admissible functions

Ap � fu �W ��p��� �� � u���  �� u���  �g�

Since piecewise a	ne �nite element functions are Lipschitz� and hence in A��
any �nite element space Sh results in

E�uh�  minfE�vh� � vh � Shg � min
A�

E � E�u���

said di�erently� �nite element minimizers are not in�mizing� The point is
that the energy density does not allow for a uniform growth condition� ut
Open Problem ���� Design numerical methods for detecting singular mini�
mizers in more than one space dimension ������

Theorem 	��� Suppose W � Rn � R is upper semicontinuous and satises
W �F � � c��� � jF jp� for all F � Rn� Let � � A � R be continuous �with
respect to the k � k��p�norm�
 where A  fu � W ��p��� � u  � on �Dg for
some �D � � of positive surface measure� Assume that the nite elements
satisfy the maximal angle condition �i�e� the angles in triangles or tetrahedra
are uniformly bounded below by a global positive constant�� Then the nite
element solutions are inmizing�
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Proof� Under the maximum angle condition for a family of shape regular
meshes �Th � h � H�� well�established �nite element approximation results
show that for any u � W ��p��� there is some vh � Ah with

lim
h��

ku� vhk��p  ��

Here� the index h � H 	 ��� �� denotes the maximal diameter of an element
in Th� this is a consequence of standard approximation properties and the
density of smooth functions in A� From Exercise ��� and the continuity of �
we have

lim
h��

E�vh� � E�u� 

Z
�

W �ru� dx���u��

Since u was arbitrary in A and since E�uh� � minwh�Ah
E�wh� � E�vh�� we

conclude the assertion� ut
In summary� under continuity of W and su	cient growth�conditions we

have that indeed the �nite element approximations are in�mizing� bounded
and �for subsequences at least� weakly convergent� the weak limit may or
may not solve �M� in general� but is a solution if E is s�w�l�s�c� If �M� has no
solution� �nite element approximations cannot converge strongly inW ��p����
In particular� there cannot be an error estimate for ku � uhk��p when �M�
has no �classical� solution�

The section concludes with illustrative examples in one and two space
dimensions�

Example ��� �Tartar�� Let �  ��� �� and f�x�  ������ �x�����������x�
����� the minimization problem is

Minimize E�u� 

Z �

�

��u��x��� � ��� dx�

Z �

�

�u�x�� f�x��� dx

over u � A  fv � W ������ �� � v���  ���������� v���  ������g�

This problem is due to L� Tartar ������� and its generalized solution is

u�x� 

�
f�x� if � � x � ����

�x� �������� � x� ��� if ��� � x � ��

and in�mal energy ����������� Since u is smooth in � except at the point
���� the approximation properties of a �nite element mesh which involves the
node ��� are much better� So� the boundary conditions and the functions u
and f are shifted by ����� to the left�

Numerical approximations for uniform meshes are shown in Figure ���
computed with a simple Matlab program with the main program and sub
programs given in the sequel�
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Fig� ���� Numerical approximation for Example ���� The special initial values are
plotted with a dashed line�

� Matlab main program for Example ���

n���

xi���	
��n
�	
��

for k�
	�n
� h�k��xi�k
��xi�k�� end�

A�sparse�n�n��

x�u�D�xi��

x��	round�n�����x��	round�n��������
�����	round�n�������n
��

for step�
	��

for k�
	�n
� q�k���x�k
��x�k���h�k�� end�

for k�
	n A�k�k��wdd�q�k���h�k�wdd�q�k
���h�k
����

���h�k�h�k
����� end�

for k��	n A�k�
�k��h�k����wdd�q�k���h�k��

A�k�k�
��A�k�
�k�� end�

for k�
	n b�k��wd�q�k���wd�q�k
�����quad���umfetal����
����


����������xi�k��xi�k
��x�k��x�k
���h�k����

quad���umfetar����
�
����������xi�k
�����

xi�k���x�k
��x�k����h�k
��� end�

x��	�n
���x��	�n
���b�A�

end�

plot�xi�x�
	�n�����b����full��	����
	
��u�D��	����
	
���r���
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The mesh with n  � free nodes is de�ned uniformly in the vector � �note
that � corresponds to xi in the Matlab routine and similarly throughout� with
the unknown displacements there in the vector x� The core of the program
is a Newton�Raphson scheme with a solve of Ax  b for the interior nodes�
The involved second and �rst derivatives of the energy density are provided
by the subroutines wd�m and wdd�m

function y�wd�x�

y����x���
��x�

function y�wdd�x�

y�
��x�����

The right�hand side contains the product of hat functions �j � de�ned as
the piecewise a	ne function with nodal values �j��k�  � if j  k and �
else� with the given function f � The numerical integration is performed with
Matlab
s quad� program where the intervals over the left interval and right
interval involved the subroutines umfetal�m and umfetar�m

function y�umfetal�x�a�b�u�v�

y��ux��v�u��f�ax��b�a�����x�

function y�umfetar�x�a�b�u�v�

y��ux��v�u��f�ax��b�a������
�x��

Here� �a� b� denotes the integration interval and u� v are the nodal values
of x at a and b� The integration quad� is transformed over a unit interval�

The function f�m represents �the shifted� f�x� and reads

function y�f�x�

xs�xpi�
���

y�����xs���������
����xs�����������

The function u D�m represents the �shifted� solution u�x� and reads

function y�u�D�x�

xs�xpi�
���

y�f�x��

ind�find�x������pi�
����

y�ind���xs�ind������������xs�ind������

The result is displayed in Figure ��� where we see a coarse seesaw on
the left half of the interval and a seemingly smooth approximation on the
right half� The other piecewise smooth curve is the generalized solution �of
the relaxed problem �C�� for comparison� The dashed line does not result
from the Matlab program given but simply displays the initial value the
Newton iteration was started with� This initial choice was made with su	cient
knowledge of the exact solution and simply gives the nodal values of the
relaxed solution and perturbs it with a seesaw on the left half� �See x  uD����
and the subsequent line in the program��
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Of course� this is a very special choice we could make only because we
had su	cient information on the exact solution� In general� we only know the
boundary values� To illustrate what can happen if this information is missing�
we run the same program with the initial conditions given by

x��u�D���u�D�
�����u�D�
��u�D������xi�
����
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0.7

Fig� ���� Numerical approximation for Example ���� The a�ne initial values are
plotted with a dashed line�

The results are shown in Figure ��� with a dashed line that represents
the a	ne combination of the boundary values� The approximate solution is
probably not even a local minimizer but� according to small residuals� a sta�
tionary point� The horizontal line on the left half of the domain indicates
rather a �local� maximum than a minimum� Other approximations found by
the Newton�Raphson scheme �under di�erent initial values or number of ele�
ments� show defects compared with Figure ���� It is recommended to copy the
program and let it run with di�erent initial choices and control over uncertain
convergence of the iterations� The global convergence behavior is improved if
the energy is decreased within some line search as in Algorithm ���� below�
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Fig� ���� Approximate solution of �Mh� in Example ����

Example ���� Let n  � and �  ��� ���� Let W be given by

W �F �  jF � F�j� jF � F�j� for all F � R�

for the two wells F�  �F� � �cos������ sin������ and set

f�x� y�  f��x�  �������x� ����� � ����x� ������

The set A is taken as W ������ with Dirichlet boundary conditions with re�
spect to u on ��

u�x� y�  f��x� �

�
f��x� for � � x � ����

�����x� ����� � x� ��� for ��� � x � ��

Finally� let ��u� � ku� fk��� Then� from Tartar
s one dimensional example�
the weak limits of in�mizing sequences in �M� are unique and equal u� The
minimal energy is inf E  ���������� and microstructure is present in a
triangular part of the domain�

Figure ��� displays a �nite element solution for ���� degrees of freedom
obtained after �� re�nement steps of Algorithm ���� below� Any descent
method algorithm� like Newton�Raphson or Algorithm ���� below� is expected
to have severe di	culties in �nding a good minimum�

Notice that there are oscillations visible in the approximation as the en�
ergy reduction enforces proper oscillations�

Remark ���� The �rst mathematical account of �Mh� dates back to �����������
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� Energy Minimization Rates

The �rst goal in the analysis of the performance of discrete solutions uh is the
quantitative question of their in�mizing properties� This section is devoted to
the discussion of a simple one�dimensional model problem� more interesting
problems are reported in the last sections of the lectures�

Let h � ��N for a natural number N and let T denote the uniform
mesh with size h on �  ��� ��� so that Ah � S��T � consists of continuous
piecewise a	ne functions� With W �x�  �x� � ���� the model problem reads

�Mh� Minimize E�uh� �

Z �

�

W �u�h� dx �

Z �

�

u�h dx

over uh � Ah 	W ������ ���

Theorem 
��� There are exactly two discrete minimizers uh of �Mh�� They
are characterized in Ah by u�h � f�

p
�� h����g almost everywhere and

alternating signs� The minimal discrete energy is E�uh�  h����h���������

Proof� It su	ces to consider the energy contribution of an a	ne function
y�x�  ax� b on one element �hj� h�j � ���� namely

g�a� b� �

Z h�j
��

hj

W �a� dx�

Z h�j
��

hj

�ax� b�� dx

and calculate the minimum over all a� b � R� Without loss of generality�

we shall replace �hj� h�j � ��� by ��h��� h���� Since g�b�
R h��
�h���ax �

b� dx�hb vanishes for b  �� we compute

g�a� ��  hW �a� � �a��h������  h�a� ����a� ��� � h�a�����

This is stationary for a  �p�� h���� �besides a  � which corresponds to
a local maximum�� Hence�

min
a�b�R

g�a� b�  g��
p
�� h����� ��  h���� h���������

For uh from the assertion of the theorem�

E�uh�  h���� h��������  N min
a�b�R

g�a� b�

and so � E�vh� for all vh � A and � E�vh� if vh is di�erent from �uh� ut
Di�erent boundary conditions result in little change of the situation pro�

vided the weak limit is unchanged�
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� Cluster of Local Minimizers

This section illustrates di	culties in the numerical treatment of the direct
minimization� any descent method will �nd some local minimizer and stop�
We prove that there are clusters of local minimizers around discrete solu�
tions� Hence� it is most likely that the numerical scheme will stop at a wrong
minimizer�

Theorem ���� Suppose that uh solves the discrete problem of Theorem ���
with minimal energy Eh
 h  ��N � For any integer m with � � m� � N � �
there are at least mm local minimizers u�h of E � S��T �� R with

kuh � u�hk� � h and Eh � E�u�h� � �� � ��mh�Eh�

The energy threshold between two of them is � ��NEh in the sense that for

any such local minimizers u
���
h and u

���
h with E�u

�s�
h � � �����mh�Eh for s  �

and s  � and any continuous mapping H � ��� ��� S��T � with H�s�  u
�s�
h

for s  � and s  �
 there exists at least one u
�s�
h � H�s� � S��T �� � � s � �


with E�u
�s�
h � � ��NEh�

Proof� For an interval of the form �a� b� � �h�j � ��� h�j ���� we change uh
to  uh � Ah as follows� �x uh�a�   uh�a� and uh�b�   uh�b� but interchange
the two slopes 	 � u�hj�a�jh� and 
 � u�hj�jh�b�� i�e�  u�h � 
 on �a� jh� and
 u�h � 	 on �jh� b�� Since the slopes are unchanged �up to the order� and the
lower order term is only slightly enlarged� we deduce

E� uh�  Eh � �h� ��� h����� � �� � ��h�Eh�

So far we considered one interval �h�j � ��� h�j � ��� of two consecutive ele�
ments� Now we consider selections of up to m pairwise disjoint such intervals
and count the number of possibilities for them� There are exactly N �� ways
to select one interval� There are more than �N � ���N � ��� �! ways to select
two disjoint such intervals� more than �N � ���N � ���N � ��� �! for three
and� proved by induction� more than

mY
j��

N � �� �j

m� �� j
many ways to place m such intervals�

A rough estimation reveals that � � m� � N � � implies

m � N � �� �j

m� �� j
for j  �� �� � � � �m�

Hence� there are at least mm choices of � m disjoint intervals and let us now
�x one of them� On all chosen intervals we change uh to  uh as explained in
the �st step of the proof� The above energy estimate changes to

Eh � E� uh� � Eh�� � ��mh��
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To design a local minimizer of Eh near to  uh� we minimize E in the set
 Ah � fvh � Ah � sign v�h  sign  u�h a�e�g of discrete functions whose slope has
the same sign as the slope of  uh� There exists at least one minimizer u�h of E in

the relative closure of  Ah in Ah� We claim that u�h belongs to  Ah �i�e� no slope
of u�h vanishes�� if one slope of u�h was zero� the energy on the corresponding
element would be � h  hW ���� Therefore� h � E�u�h� � E� uh�� which is

impossible� Hence u�h is a minimizer in the �relative� open set  Ah and so a
local minimizer of E on Ah�

The preceding estimates show

Eh � E�u�h� � E� uh� � Eh�� � ��mh��

A homotopy H � ��� ��� S��T � that links two di�erent local minimizers u
���
h

and u
���
h must have a change of the sign of a slope along one element at some

stage � � s � �� Then�

h W ���h � E�u
�s�
h �

leads to the claimed estimate ��NEh � E�u
�s�
h ��

The veri�cation of kuh � u�hk� � h employs the discrete Euler�Lagrange
equation at uh �derived from �

�sW �u�h � su��h �  � for s  ���

Z �

�

���u�h�
� � ��u�hu

��
h dx�

Z �

�

�uhu
�
h dx  ��

to obtain �with u�h from Theorem ���� an expression for
R �
�
uhu

�
h dx� This

leads to

kuh � u�hk��  kuhk�� � ku�hk�� � �

Z �

�

uhu
�
h dx

� E�uh� �E�u�h��
h�

�

Z �

�

u�hu
��
h dx�

The product u�hu
��
h is negative only on the m intervals �h�j � ��� h�j � ���

where we changed the slopes� Let the slopes of u�h on the m intervals �h�j �
��� h�j � ��� be 	j and 
j � Let us write

P
�j� for the sum over all m such

intervals �h�j � ��� h�j � ���� Then�
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�
Z �

�

u�hu
��
h dx �

p
�� h����

X
�j�

Z h�j
��

h�j���

ju��h j dx

� h
X
�j�

�j	j j� j
j j� � h
p
�m�

X
�j�

j	j j� � j
j j�����

with a Cauchy inequality in R�m at the end� Another Cauchy inequality
showsX

�j�

�j	j j� � j
j j��  �m�
X
�j�

�
�j	j j� � �� � �j
j j� � ��

�

� �m�
p
�m

�
�X

�j�

�j	j j� � ��� � �j
j j� � ���

	
A

���

 �m�
p
�m

�
�X

�j�

�W �	j� �W �
j��

	
A

���

 �m�
p
�m

�
�X

�j�

�

h

Z h�j
��

h�j���

W �u��h � dx

	
A

���

�

To estimate
P

�j�

R h�j
��
h�j��� W �u��h � dx we start with the elementary inequality

Z h�j
��

h�j���

�W �u��h �� Eh� dx

�
Z h�j
��

h�j���

�
W �u��h � � ju�hj� �W �u�h�� juhj�

�
dx

which is merely based on the explicit knowledge of uh� Before we sum over
all m such intervals� we have a look at the remaining intervals of the form
�hk� h�k � ��� and note that

� �
Z h�k
��

hk

�
W �u��h � � ju�hj� �W �u�h�� juhj�

�
dx

by construction of uh as an elementwise minimizer� Hence� the sum over all
m intervals shows

X
�j�

Z h�j
��

h�j���

W �u��h � dx� �mhEh � E�u�h��E�uh��
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The above estimate E�u�h��Eh � ��mhEh yields

X
�j�

Z h�j
��

h�j���

W �u��h � dx � ��mhEh�

Using this bound in the above two estimates� we eventually deduce

�
Z �

�

u�hu
��
h dx � �mh

�
� �

p
��Eh

����
�

The �rst estimate of kuh � u�hk�� and E�u�h� �Eh � �� � ��mh�Eh yield

kuh � u�hk�� � �� � ��mh�Eh �
h�

�

p
�mh

�
� �

p
��Eh

����
� �Eh � �����h�m

�where we used the above estimate and h � ��� in the last step�� This proves
the asserted estimate with mh � ��

Two local minimizers out of a di�erent choice of intervals are di�erent
from each other� The number of those combinations is therefore a lower bound
for minimizers of the type considered� The norm of uh�u�h in L���� �� as well
as the energy threshold between two such local minimizers di�ering by just
one horizontal slope is directly calculated� ut

Remark ���� Stochastic optimization algorithms only give a small improve�
ment of the global convergence behavior� The path from one local minimizer
to a discrete solution has to jump over a huge energy threshold� There are
so many local minimizers around that the probability of �nding the correct
energy valley is very small�

Special algorithms for the e	cient computation of discrete solutions are
known for one space dimension �����

Open Problem ���� Design algorithms for the e�ective calculation of discrete
minimizers� In particular for multi�dimensional and essentially for vectorial
cases� this is an important open problem�

Remark ���� It appears that we have to live with defects in numerical results
and� indeed� the local minimizers nearby show typical perturbations observed
in nature� Error estimates have to be designed for numerical solutions which
can be computed� error estimates for the perfect discrete solution without
any perturbations are pointless from the practical point of view� A precise
description of perturbations encountered seems to be a di	cult and crucial
aspect�
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�� Results in Higher Dimensions and on Real
Applications

���� Scalar �well Problem with Linear Growth

The �nite element method with Ah  S�� �T �� the T �piecewise a	ne and
globally continuous functions with homogeneous values at the boundary� is
analyzed for the Lipschitz continuous ��well functionalW �F � � jF�j�

��jF�j�
�
�� with linear growth and

E�u� �

Z
�

W �ru� dx

in the book ���� following work by Chipot and M"uller� For A  W ��p
� ����

it is shown that infu�AE�u�  �� that the in�mum is not achieved and
�subsequences of� in�mizing sequences generate the Young measure �x 
��� ��������� �������� The convergence rate is Eh � infvh�Ah

E�vh�  O�
p
h�

and this result is sharp in the sense that there exist meshes for which c�
p
h �

Eh holds�

���� Example in Optimal Design

The mathematical modeling of an optimal distribution of two materials with
di�erent scalar material parameters �� � �� in a bounded planar domain �
leads to the minimization ofZ

�

���x��� jruj� � u� dx for u � W ���
� ���

where the material density ��x� may take values �� or ��� Without any side
restriction� the minimal value is obviously given with ��x�  ��� The point
is that we prescribe the volume fraction of the set � � fx � � � ��x�  ��g
in � �i�e� its measure� and seek an optimal � 	 ��

The optimal design leads to �ner and �ner microstructures developed by
in�mizing sequences of the parameters �k in L���� ��� ��� which corresponds
to a �ner and �ner mixing of the two materials�

The relaxed model for this optimal design problem derived in ���� is of
the form �M� with W �F �  ��jF j�� two positive parameters � � t� � t��
t���  t���� and the C� function � � ����� � ����� de�ned by ����  �
and

���t� �


�
�

�� t if � � t � t��
t���  t��� if t� � t � t��

�� t if t� � t�

The numerical analysis of the convex but not strictly convex problem is
performed in ����� regularity is veri�ed in �����
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���� �well Problem due to Tartar

Tartar
s four wells F�� � � � � F� are the �� � diagonal matrices

F�  diag��� ��  �F� and F�  diag������  �F�
which are not rank�one connected in the sense that

Fj � Fk � a� b for all a� b � R� and j� k  �� �

�a � b denotes the dyadic product with components aj bk of a and b�� As
a consequence� simple laminates �of Figure ���� are impossible and more
elaborate microstructures develop� Suppose W � R��� � R is continuous
and non�negative with a zero�set fF�� � � � � F�g� i�e�

W �F �  ��� F  Fj for some j  �� � � � � ��

It is shown in ����� by a direct construction of in�mizing sequences� that the
in�mum of Z

�

W �Du� dx for u � A �W ���
� ���R��

is zero� Moreover� each in�mizing sequence �uh�� such as �nite element ap�
proximations of solutions to �Mh�� which is bounded in W ������R��� satisfy

uh � � uniformly in � and uh
�
� � in W ������R���

They necessarily show oscillations which give rise to a Young measure �see
next section for a de�nition� which is supported at fF�� � � � � F�g with equal
volume fractions� The statistical interpretation is that the gradients Duh are
close to the Fj with probability ��� and there is no other way to reach the
in�mal energy�

The minimal energy Eh of a �nite element discretization �Mh� is decreas�
ing as h� � but estimates for Eh show a very poor convergence rate and the
microstructure shown in the �nite element approximations are quite compli�
cated and unlikely to be found without a priori knowledge�

���� Examples from Crystal Physics

The frame�indi�erence of an energy density W � R��� � R reads

W �RF � W �F � for all R � SO��� and all F � R����

where SO��� denotes the set of all orthogonal matrices with determinant
equal to one� Moreover� relevant physical models inherit certain symmetry
from the crystal lattice� for instance� there is a symmetry group of austenite
G  fR�� � � � � RLg and the energy density satis�es

W �RjFR
T
j � W �F � for all Rj � G and all F � R����
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Since any zero energy state U� has transformed variants Uj  RjU�R
T
j with

the same energy as well� all deformations in the well

SO���Uj � fRUj � R � SO���g
have this energy too� the set of minimal energies reads

U  SO���U�  SO���U�  � � �  SO���UM
�for some M  jGj�jHj� H  fRj � G � RjU�R

T
j  U�g�� The point is that

the equivalence W �U�  � if and only if U � U � typically� implies the non�
convexity of W � We refer to ���� for details and examples for such energy
densities� Section � to � of ���� concern the �nite element analysis of such
energy densities� A typical result reads

inf
vh�Ah�F�

Z
�

W �Dvh� dx � c�� h
��� for all � � h � h��

see Theorem � of ����� Here� F� � �����F���F� speci�es the a	ne boundary
conditions of v in Ah�F� � It is relevant that F� and F� in U are rank�one
connected �whence the in�mal energy vanishes�� The conclusions from the
convergence of energies include convergence in L���� or of averages and their
convergence rates�

Remark ����� The �rst numerical computations of complex microstructure
date back to ����� more realistic simulations with complicated twinned lay�
ers and branches were given in ����������� Further results and more recent
references are provided in ��������

Remark ����� Further examples for a relaxation are given in ������

���� Example from Micromagnetics

Micromagnetic phenomena in a rigid ferromagnetic body � 	 Rn� n  �� ��
are described in terms of the magnetization �eld m � � � Rn and the scalar
potential u � Rn � R�

Under some circumstances� the exchange energy 	
R
� jrmj

�
dx is neglect�

ed as � � 	 � �� see ����� Within the classical model of Weiss and Landau
and Lifshitz� the energy E�m� associated with the magnetization �eld m
consists of the anisotropic energy� the Zeeman �or external �eld� energy and
magneto�static energy�

E�m� 

Z
�

��m� dx�
Z
�

f �m dx�
�

�

Z
�

jruj� dx�

Here� f is a given external magnetic �eld and �ru is the magnetic �eld�
u � H�

� �R
n�� induced by m � L����� that satis�es Maxwell
s equations �in

suitable units�

�#u� div �m���  � in the distributional sense
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with the characteristic function ���x�  � if x � � and ���x�  � if not�

Below a critical temperature �Curie point�� the modulus of m is �xed
pointwise and �assuming constant temperature� we suppose jmj  ��

A � fm � L����Rn� � jmj  � a�e� in �g�

Then� the minimization problem reads

�M� Minimize E�m� over m � A�

−6 −4 −2 0 2 4 6
−6

−4

−2

0

2

4
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Fig� ����� Approximate solution of �R� which simulates a ferro�magnet with uni�
axial horizontal magnetization applied to a magnetic �eld f in direction � �	� 	�
from �	��� Left the potential uh in a grey scale� right the zoomed magnet with mh

indicated by one arrow per element�

It is known that �M� may have no classical solution ����� the in�mum of
the energy may not be attained�

The relaxation of the present example essentially means a convexi�cation
����m� of � �extended by � for arguments outside the unit ball in Rn� and
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the convexi�cation of A� see �������� Then� the relaxed problem �R� reads

�R� Minimize RE�m� �

Z
�

����m� dx�
Z
�

f �m dx�
�

�

Z
�

jruj� dx

over m � convA�

This relaxed problem �R� has solutions� see ����� Their numerical approx�
imation addresses a convex �but degenerate� energy functional in a setting
similar to mixed �nite element formulations�

Practical calculations often employ a �nite but su	ciently large region
� that replaces Rn in the stray �eld calculation� Then� the lowest order
conforming �nite element schemes� which involve a piecewise constantmh and
uh in S�� �T �� appear unstable� Hence� nonconforming �nite element methods

with uh in S��NC� �T � �Crouzeix�Raviart elements� are proposed� An a priori
and a posteriori error analysis are presented in ���� for a penalized version of
the constraint jmj � �� Residual�based adaptive algorithms are proposed and
experimentally shown to be e	cient� However� the theoretical results show a
gap between a reliable and an e	cient a posteriori error estimate�

A typical result is shown in Figure ���� where u is depicted in a grey�scale
and m is zoomed out from the smaller domain �� we refer to ���� for further
details�

Remark ����� While the model �mainly with an additive exchange energy
term� has been considered in the engineering literature� the numerical analysis
of �Mh� in the mathematical literature was initiated with �����

�� Young Measure Approximations

A typical phenomenon in the case of microstructure is that �subsequences
of� highly oscillating in�mizing sequences converge weakly but not strongly
towards some function which does not solve �M�� This section introduces
Young measures and their approximation to describe arising oscillations in
some statistical way�

De�nition ����� Let C��R
n� �with the maximum norm� be the Banach

space of all continuous functions f � Rn � R with limjxj�� f�x�  ��

Let M�K� be the Banach space of Radon measures �i�e� regular Borel
measures� supported in K � Rn endowed with the norm

k�kM � k�kM�K� 

Z
K

dj�j�

A probability measure is a non�negative �Radon� measure � with ��K�  ��
the set of all probability measures on K is denoted by PM�K��
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Remark ����� The Riesz representation theorem assertsM�Rn�  C��R
n���

The isometric identity is understood in the following sense� The action of a
measure � to a function g � C��R

n� is written� e�g� as

��g�  h �� g i 
Z
g�F � d��F � 

Z
Rn

g�F � d��F � 

Z
g d� 

Z
Rn

g d�

where � is regarded as a dual function� the duality brackets are employed� or
any type of integration over the entire space with respect to � is indicated�
�We refer to books on functional analysis for details and proofs� e�g� to ������

Example �����

�a� The Dirac measure �F with atom F � Rn is de�ned in C��R
n�� by

h �F � g i � �F �g� � g�F � for all g � C��R
n��

A measure is called trivial if it is a Dirac measure� Any convex combina�
tion of Dirac measures is a probability measure�

�b� Let u � W ��p��� �� and set �x � �u��x�� � � x � �� Then integrals over
g�u�� can be recast with �x�Z �

�

h �x� g i dx 

Z �

�

g�u�� dx for all g � C��R
n��

At �rst glance� g cannot be substituted� e�g� by a ��well potentialW �F � 
�jF j����� as we enforce a di�erent behavior at in�nity onW and g� If �the
class of� u� is bounded� say u� is included in some bounded region B��� R��
we could replace W outside this region B��� R� and design g � C��R�
with g W in B��� R� and then see that

Z �

�

h �x�W i dx 

Z �

�

W �u�� dx�

�c� In the notation of Theorem ���� � � h  ��N � de�nes the probability
measure

�h � ��� �p
��h����

� ��� �
�
p
��h����

�

If � � a � b � � and if �b� a��h is an even natural number� we have

Z b

a

g�u�h� dx 

Z b

a

h�h� g i dx for all g � C��R
n�� ut

Remark ����� From the functional analytical point of view� we �rst embed
classical solutions into measures via Dirac measures and then consider limits
in spaces of measures with respect to very weak topologies�
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Example ����� In the notations of Theorem ���� and with �h from Exam�
ple �����c�� we have

Z �

�

��x� g�u�h�x�� dx 

Z �

�

� h�h� g i dx

for all � � L���� �� and

lim
h��

Z �

�

��x� g�u�h�x�� dx 

Z �

�

��x� ��� �g���� � g���� dx

for all � � L���� �� and g � C��R
n��

�The proof follows from the property of �h in Example �����c� and the fact
that step functions are dense in L���� ���� This is written

�h
�
� � � ��� ��� � ��� ���

An interpretation of the probability measure � as a limit of oscillating gra�
dients concludes this example� Possible slopes of uh are close to the set
supp�  f��g and the mean value of points x where u�h�x� is close to �
�respectively ��� is ��$� written �  ��� ��� � ��� ���

The example serves as a motivating illustration of a rather abstract setting
of Young measures� For the purpose of these lectures it does no harm to think
of a Young measure � as a convex combination of Dirac measures�

De�nition ����� Let L�w ���M�Rn�� denote the Banach space of families
of measures ��x � x � �� with �x � M�Rn� for almost all x � � and such
that

h �� g i � �� R� x �� h �x� g i �
Z
Rn

g�A� d�x�A�

is measurable for each g � C��R
n�� The

norm in L�w ���M�Rn�� is ess supx�� k�xkM�

Let YM���Rn� be the set of all � � L�w ���M�Rn�� which are probability
measures �i�e� �x � PM�Rn� for almost all x � ��� Then� a sequence �Fk� in
Lp���Rn� is said to generate a Young measure � if � � YM���Rn� and

�g�Fk��
�
� h �� g i in L���� for all g � C��R

n��

Theorem ���� �Fundamental theorem on Young measures�� For each
sequence �Fj� bounded in Lp���
 � � p � �
 there exists a Young measure
�  ��x�x�� and a subsequence �Fk� that generates ��

Proof� See ���� ut
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Remark ����� In the situation of Theorem ����� �Fk� generates ��x�x�� if
and only if� for all measurable � � � and all g � C��R

n��

lim
k��

Z
�

g�Fk�x�� dx 

Z
�

h �x� g i dx�

Remark ����� The Young measure �x depends measurably on x� the integrals
of h g� �x i exist as Lebesgue integrals ����

Remark ����� A Young measure �Ym�� �  ��x�� that is independent of x is
called a homogeneous Ym �hYm�� In Example ���� �pj� generates the hYm
�x  � �a � �� � �� �b and �u�� from Example ��� generates the hYm �x 
��� ��� � ��� �
��

Remark ���	� If �Fj� is bounded in L���� and �Fj�x��� F �x� for almost all
x � �� then �x  �F �x� for almost all x � �� A measure is called trivial if
it is a Dirac measure �F � a Young measure is called trivial �on � � �� if it
equals pointwise �on �� trivial measures �x  �F �x�� Pointwise convergence
yields trivial Young measures�

Proof� By Lebesgue
s dominated convergence theorem� we have for all g �
C��R

n� �since g is bounded�

lim
j��

Z
�

g�Fj�x�� dx 

Z
�

g�F �x�� dx� ut

Remark ����� In the situation of the theorem� we have from ���� for almost
all x � ��

�x  lim
���

lim
j��

R
B�x��� �Fj�y� dy

jB�x� ��j �

Remark ����� The radiation condition limjxj�� g�x�  � on g � C��R
n� can

be weakened� we refer to ����

Remark ����� Let K � Rn be closed and suppose �Fj�� K in measure �i�e�
for each open V � K� measfx � � � Fj�x� �� V g � � as j ��� then� cf� ����

supp �x � K for almost all x � ��

Remark ������ The functional analytical setting of the fundamental theorem
on Ym asserts

L����C��R
n���  L�� ���M�Rn���

Remark ������ We refer to ���� for other related classes of Young measures�
e�g� to other growth conditions �instead of the radiation condition in C��R�
at in�nity� and mention that other measures are certainly important such as
DiPerna�Majda or H�measures �����
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We know that some in�mizing sequence in Example ���� namely �u���
generates the hYm

�x  ��� ��� � ��� �
��

but there exist other in�mizing sequences� Can they generate a di�erent Ym�

The answer is negative for the ��well potential which determines the
Young measure uniquely from the weak limit of in�mizing deformations�

Theorem ����� Suppose �Fj� � F in L���� �� and limj��

R �
�
W �Fj� dx 

� for the ��well potential W � If �Fj� generates a Ym��x� then F �x�  � �
���x� denes ��x� � R with �x  ��x� ��� � �� � ��x�� �
� for almost all
x � ��� ���

Proof� For a proof notice �Fj�� f��g in measure� whence supp �x � f��g�
Use h �x� Id i  F �x� to compute ��x�� Notice �� � F �x� � �� for almost
all x� ut

Exercise ����� Suppose �Fj� is bounded in L���� and generates a Ym ��x��
Prove

lim
j��

Z
�

g�Fj� dx 

Z
�

h �x� g i dx

for all measurable � � � and all g � C�Rn� �without any growth or radiation
condition��

Hint � Observe jFj�x�j � C for almost all x� j and modify g outside K �
B��� C� to g� � C��R

n�� Then use supp �x � K�

�� Weak Convergence and Generated Young Measure

Throughout this and subsequent sections� we suppose su	cient growth condi�
tions on a lower semicontinuous function W � Rn � R and � in the problem

�M� Minimize E�u� �

Z
�

W �ru� dx���u�

over u � A 	W ��p����

such that we have bounded in�mizing sequences �uj� in A� Let A be weakly
closed so that we �nd a subsequence �uk� which is �a� weakly convergent in
W ��p��� and �b� generates a Young measure �  ��x � x � ��� What are the
links between the two limits ru and ��
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Theorem ����� Suppose that there is a compact set K 	 Rn such that

ruj � K in measure


i�e� for any open set U with K 	 U

lim
j��

measfx � � � ruj�x� �� Ug  ��

and that �uj� � u in W ��p��� with � � p � �� Then
 the generated Young
measure � and the weak limit u satisfy
 for almost all x � �
 supp �x 	 K
�whence h �x� Id i is well dened� and

ru�x�  h �x� Id i �
Proof� LetK 	 B� 	 B� for two proper open balls B� and B�� We can modify
Id � Rn � Rn� x �� x� outside B� such that the new function g � C��R

n�
satis�es

g  Id on B�� g  � on RnnB�� and jg�x�� xj � jxj for all x � Rn�

For any measurable � � � we de�ne

�j � fx � � � ruj�x� �� B�g
and notice meas��j� � � as j � � owing to ruj � K in measure� Theo�
rem ���� and supp �x � B� lead toZ

�

h �x� Id i dx 

Z
�

h �x� g i dx  lim
j��

Z
�

g�ruj� dx�

The property on Id� g and a H"older inequality ���p���q  �� q ��� yield����
Z
�

�ruj � g�ruj�� dx
���� �

Z
�

jruj � g�ruj�j dx



Z
�

jruj j dx � meas��j�
��qkrujkLp��j�

which tends to zero as j �� because meas��j�� � and �uj� is bounded in
W ��p��� �since it is weakly convergent�� Noting �ruj�� u givesZ

�

h �x� Id i dx  lim
j��

Z
�

ruj dx 

Z
�

ru dx�

Since � is arbitrary in �� we have ru�x�  h �x� Id i for almost all x in �� ut
Remark ����� The situation is much more involved in the vectorial case uj �
�� Rm with m�n � � where the condition to be a gradient Young measure
requires more than the mean property above� Exercise ��� indicates that
additional internal restrictions are necessary� We refer to ��������������� for
more details� the reader is warned that the vectorial case is much harder to
analyze than the relatively simple description given in the lecture notes�
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�� Young Measure Relaxation

Consider �M� and substitute limj��W �ruj� by h �x�W i in the integral over
� but leave lower order terms as they are� This idea motivates a generalized
problem which has solutions�

De�nition ����� Let W � Rn � R be continuous with the growth condi�
tions of Section �� For each

�u� �� � B � f�v� �� � A � YM���Rn��rv�x�  h�x� Id i for a�a� x � �g
de�ne

GE�u� �� �

Z
�

h �x�W i dx���u��

Then� the Generalized Problem reads

�G� Minimize GE�u� �� over �u� �� � B�
Remark ����� The coupling condition rv�x�  h�x� Id i within the de�nition
of B is motivated by Theorem �����

Remark ����� Let M�F � � f� � PM�Rn� � h�� Id i  Fg for F � Rn�
It follows from Theorem ���� that� whenever �uj� converges weakly to u in
W ��p����

min
��M�ru� a�e�

GE�u� �� � lim inf
j��

E�uj��

Remark ����� The minimization problem in Remark ���� is local in the sense
that� given F � ru�x� for �xed x � �� we seek � �M�F � that solves

Minimize h��W i over � � M�F ��

This problem has a solution� The minimum is CW �F � �W �F ��

The next three exercises may be too tricky for an unexperienced reader
who is advised to look at the simpli�ed situation of the ��well potential in
one space dimension�

Exercise ����� LetW � Rn � R satisfy super�linear growth conditions� Prove
that

min
��M�F �

h��W i  CW �F �

for the lower convex envelope CW de�ned� for F � Rn� by

CW �F � � maxfg�F � � g �W and g � C�Rn� is convexg�
�A solution is contained in ������
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Exercise ����� Prove that the support of a solution � which solves

min
��M�F �

h��W i  CW �F �

belongs to fX � Rn �W �X�  CW �X�g� �A solution is contained in ������

Exercise ����� Set W �x� y� � ����x���y�� ����x���y�� for the ��well po�
tential with respect to the zero phases ���� ��� Compute CW and determine
� � PM�R�� with h��W i  CW �h�� Id i��

Hint � If x  ��� ����� ��  x� � y� � � � � there holds

CW �x� y�  �x� � y� � ���
 � �y��

��x� y�  ������y� � ��� ������y��

�A solution is contained in ������

Theorem ����� Suppose the problem �G� has solutions �u� ��� Then every
solution of �G� corresponds to an inmizing sequence of �M� and we have

min
�u����B

GE�u� ��  inf
u�A

E�u��

Proof� See ����� ut
The numerical analysis of �G� was suggested in �������� Within a dis�

cretization �Gh� we have to discretize measures as well� For each element
T � T we need a discrete Young measure �T which is constant on T � The
probability measure requires a discretization as well� The natural choice is a
convex combination of Dirac measures� i�e� for known atoms FT�j in Rn and
unknown coe	cients �T�j �

�T 

JTX
j��

�T�j �FT�j �

If we lack more a priori information� the set of atoms �FT�j � j  �� � � � � JT �
has to cover the unbounded domainRn� Figure ���� �taken from ����� shows a
possible selection for a uniform grid with mesh parameters k and JT  �m for
n  � and JT  �m� for n  � atoms� Note that we can expect convergence
of the approximations de�ned below only for m�� and k � ��

For the ease of this presentation we choose the same atoms F�� � � � � FJ
�e�g� as in Figure ����� for each element T � T and then write � � PMh if

� 
JX
j��

�j �Fj � where ��� � � � � �J � � and �� � � � �� �J  ��
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Fig� ����� A discretization of Rn for n � 	 and n � � The crosses mark the
positions of atoms Fj in the discretization of �h�

De�nition ����� Let Ah denote the lowest order �nite element space of
Section � and set

Bh � f�vh� �h� � Ah �L��T �PMh� � �T � T � rvhjT  h�hjT � Id ig�
Here� �h � L��T �PMh� abbreviates that �hjT � PMh for all T � T � Then
the discrete Generalized Problem reads

�Gh� Minimize GE�uh� �h� over �uh� �h� � Bh�
Remark ����� The discrete problem �Gh� has solutions which are not easily
computed as the number of unknowns is the number of elements times J � If
h is a typical mesh�parameter for T � we face k  O�h� and m  ��o�k�� i�e� a
complexity of more than O�N�� if N  O���hn� is the number of elements�

Remark ����� The nonlinearity in the discrete problem stems from the low
order terms� Indeed� since the atoms are �xed� the nonlinear part is an a	ne
function of the coe	cients only%with severe side restrictions�

Remark ���	� An active set strategy for this approach is suggested in ����
where linear complexity is observed within a multilevel approach� A general
�ow chart of the algorithm is given in Figure ���� with a maximum principle
at its center�
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DISCRETIZATION
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INITIALIZATION

CORRECTION

Fig� ����� A conceptual algorithm for e�ective solution of �Gh��

We conclude this section with a numerical example for �Gh��

Example ���� ������� The shifted Tartar
s broken extremal example reads
as in Example ��� with slightly di�erent boundary conditions such that the
entire solution is shifted to the left and� in particular� the boundary of the
microstructure zone is at xb  ��� � ����� and no longer exactly at ����
Also� the atoms were discretized in a way in order to avoid the occurrence of
�� as a possible atom�

A result for a discretization with � elements and � atoms is seen in Fig�
ure ����� The crosses in the top picture mark possible atoms� the horizontal
line of level Fj between two of them� i�e� along one element T � displays the
fact �T�j � � �at least once during the computations�� The corresponding
discrete solution is plotted in the bottom picture with the exact solution for
comparison� We observe in Figure ���� that only a small fraction of convex
coe	cients are non�zero� this is employed to obtain e�ective solution algo�
rithms�

Open Problem ����� Design e	cient algorithms for the e�ective numerical
treatment of �Gh� �in particular for n � ���

Remark ����� More advanced applications in optimization or with concen�
tration may be found in ���&����
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proximate and continuous solution�
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�� Convexi	cation

This section is devoted to various arguments which suggest replacing W in
�M� by its lower convex envelope CW and so design a second relaxation by
convexi�cation�

De�nition ����� Suppose W � Rn � R is continuous with the growth
conditions of Section � and that CW is its lower convex envelope� For each
u � A 	W ��p��� set

CE�u� �

Z
�

CW �ru� dx ���u��

Then� the Convexied Problem reads

�C� Minimize CE�u� over u � A�

Remark ����� Amongst the motives for �C� are� �rst� since CW �W is con�
vex we have solutions in the relaxed problem �C�� Secondly� for any in�mizing
sequence �uj� with weak limit u in �M� we obtain

CE�u� � lim inf
j��

E�uj� � E�u�

and moreover CE is the largest convex functional with this property� Thirdly�
the minimization problem of Remark ���� suggests this choice�

Remark ����� For the ��well potential� the convex hull is known analytically
from Exercise ���� �see also ������ Let A � �F� � F���� � � and B �
�F� � F����� For all F � Rn� we have

W �F �  �jF �Bj� � jAj��� � �
�
jAj� � jF �Bj� � �AT � �F �B���

�
�

CW �F �  maxf�� jF �Bj� � jAj�g�

��
�
jAj� � jF �Bj� � �AT � �F �B���

�
�

Theorem ����� The problem �C� has solutions� Every solution of �C� is the
weak limit of an inmizing sequence in �M� and there holds

inf
u�A

E�u�  min
u�A

CE�u��

Proof� See ����� ut
Remark ����� Corresponding results are available in the vectorial case as well
when CW is substituted by QW � the quasiconvex hull of W � It should be
stressed that the analysis of QW is signi�cantly harder than that of CW � We
refer to ������������
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The �nite element space Ah and the remaining functions are chosen as in
Section �� Then� the discrete problem reads

�Ch� Minimize CE�uh� �

Z
�

CW �ruh� dx ���uh�

over uh � Ah 	W ��p����
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Fig� ���
� Numerical approximation for Example 	��	� The a�ne initial values are
plotted with a dashed line�

Example ����� We continue the numerical computation in Example ���� the
shifted broken extremal example� Only two Matlab programs wd�m and
wdd�m need a change into

function y�wd�x�

y����x���
��x�

if x���
 y��� end�

function y�wdd�x�

y�
��x�����

if x���
 y��� end�

The resulting output is quite independent of the initial values and the case
of a	ne initial values gives a satisfactory approximation shown in Figure �����
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Fig� ������ Approximate solution of �C� in Example 	����

Example ����� The solution of �Ch� for Example ��� is shown in Figure �����
with respect to a mesh obtained within �� re�nement steps of Algorithm ����
below with ���� degrees of freedom�

The numerical solution with any descent algorithm� like Newton�Raphson
or Algorithm ���� below� works properly �in particular because of the strict
convex low order term��

Notice that there is no oscillation visible in the approximation as the
energy reduction is not linked to proper oscillations�

�� Equivalence

This section summarizes what is known about �M�� �G� and �C� from calculus
of variations ������������ around the assertion that the three problems are
equivalent �under su	cient growth and continuity conditions on W ��

Let �uj� denote an in�mizing sequence in �M� which has a weak limit u
and generates a Young measure �� Then �u� �� solves �G� and u solves �C��
There holds equality of corresponding in�mal energies�

min
�u����B

GE�u� ��  inf
u�A

E�u�  min
u�A

CE�u��

Example ����� The enclosed Figure ��� and Figure ����� show di�erent ap�
proximations of the same solution u� The �rst picture shows a numerical
approximation to �Mh� with a certain region of oscillations� the exact shape
of this region is not really visible�
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In comparison� Figure ����� shows a numerical solution to �Ch�� We do
not observe any oscillations but the overall picture looks similar to that of
�Mh�� Looking at the �gures from a macroscopic point of view� from a large
distance� they coincide� We stress that the calculation of the �rst picture was
very expensive compared to that of the second� Looking at the �gures from
a microscopic point of view� the second appears smooth without oscillations
and hence no microstructure�

Microscopic information such as the Young measure are lacking in �C�
at �rst glance� however� they sometimes can be recovered from ru with the
help of mathematical analysis�

Given a solution u of �C� there exists a Young measure � such that �u� ��
solves �G�� Moreover� there exists an in�mizing sequence in �M� with u as a
weak limit that generates ��

Fortunately� the Young measure can be computed from the following con�
ditions as indicated in Exercise ���� and ����� Indeed� given F  ru�x� we
have to determine � with

h �� Id i  F

and such that the support of the measure � is from the optimal set�

supp� 	 fX � Rn �W �X�  CW �X�g�

The two conditions sometimes determine �  �x uniquely� For the ��well
potential the formula of Exercise ���� �see also ����� shows� for any F � Rn�

��F � 

�
�F if jAj � jF �Bj�

��F � �S��F � � ��� ��F �� �S��F � if jF �Bj � jAj� ������

Here� ��F � � ��� �� and S��F � are de�ned for F � Rn with jF �Bj � jAj by

���F � � � �AT � �F �B��jAj
�
jAj� � jP�F �B�j�

�����
� ������

S��F � � B �P�F �B�� �jAj� � jP�F �B�j����� � A�jAj� ������

and the projection P  I�A�A�jAj��
Example ����� A direct calculation of the volume fraction �as part of the
Young measure� is possible from the averaged gradients in Example ��� re�
spectively Example ���� via ������� Figure ����� displays the volume fraction
� � �h � ��ruh� � � with ��F � from ������ in

�h  �h �S��ruh� � ��� �h� �S��ruh��

The top �gure utilizes ruh from �Mh� and the bottom from �Ch�� �h is
constant on each element and displayed in a color bar with values between
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Fig� ������ Approximation of volume fraction in Examples ��� �top� and 	���
�bottom��
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� and �� We certainly observe sharper details in the approximation of the
bottom �gure based on �Ch� which is much cheaper� We expect that the mi�
crostructure in �Mh� was not computed accurately enough to provide volume
fractions of higher quality� the layers in the top �gure seem to be numerical
artifacts�

Another macroscopic variable of interest is the stress �eld�

Example ����� The stress �elds are macroscopic quantities and computed
from the numerical approximations of Examples ��� and ����� The T �piece�
wise constant modulus of the discrete stresses

�h  DW �ruh� respectively �h  DCW �ruh�

are shown in Figure ����� displayed in a color bar but with di�erent scales�
We expect that the stress peaks in �Mh� are numerical artifacts from a poor
approximation of the layers within the microstructure approximation�

Remark ����� The numerical comparison allows the observation that approx�
imations from a simple post�processing of the �nite element solution of �Ch�
is both more accurate and cheaper when compared to results based on �Mh��

�� Error Estimates for �Ch�

This section is devoted to error estimates for �nite element approximation to
the convexi�ed ��well potential from ����� A priori and a posteriori estimates
are summarized with some indication of their proofs�

Let u solve �C� and let uh solve �Ch�� Adopt notation from ��������������
recall that A is half the di�erence of the two wells F� and F� with midpoint B�
Set

� � maxf�� jru�Bj� � jAj�g�
�h � maxf�� jruh �Bj� � jAj�g�

�m � fx � � � ��x�  �g�
�mh � fx � � � �h�x�  �g�

for the microstructure region �m and its approximation �mh and the Young
measure � and its approximation �h�

� � ��ru� and �h � ��ruh� in YM���Rn��

Recall that � � DCW �ru� and �h � DCW �ruh�� For the ease of this
presentation� we suppose that � is a	ne �and so mainly disappears in sub�
sequent considerations� and that Dirichlet boundary conditions are present
and are matched exactly�
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Theorem ���� ������� There exists an h�independent constant c�� such that

k� � �hk��� � kPru�Pruhk� �
 j� � �hj����jAjA � �ru�ruh�


�

� k� � �hk� � c�� inf
vh�Ah

kru�rvhk��

Proof� We sketch the proof which is based on a sequence of elementary esti�
mates in ����� we recall only one of them� namely� for any F�G � Rn and

� � maxf�� jF �Bj� � jAj�g and � � maxf�� jG�Bj� � jAj�g
we have� in terms of '�F �  DCW �F �T and '�G�  DCW �G�T �

j'�F ��'�G�j� � ��� � � � �jAj��
�
'�F �� '�G�

�
�
�
F �G

�
�

�This inequality is veri�ed by a careful but elementary analysis on the func�
tional CW �F � in ������

Let F  ru and G  ruh� raise the resulting inequality to the power
��� and integrate over � to obtain

k� � �hk������ � ����
Z
�

�� � �h � �jAj�������� � �h� � r�u� uh��
��� dx�

H"older
s inequality with respect to exponents � and ��� shows

k� � �hk������ � ����k� � � � �jAj�k���� k�� � �h� � r�u� uh�k���� �

If the minimal energies of �C� and �Ch� are bounded h�independently� the
growth conditions guarantee that u and uh are bounded in W ������� cf� the
second stage in the direct method in the calculus of variations� This implies

����k� � � � �jAj�k���� � c���

The next important point is that �� � �h� � r�u � uh� is non�negative as
another consequence of the above local estimate� Together�

c
����
�� k� � �hk���� �

Z
�

�� � �h� � r�u� uh� dx�

As a discrete analogue of the Euler�Lagrange equations� the Galerkin orthog�
onality shows� for all vh � Ah�Z

�

�� � �h� � r�uh � vh� dx  ��

�Here we used uh � vh  � on �D�� Hence� we deduce

c
����
�� k� � �hk���� �

Z
�

�� � �h� � r�u� vh� dx�
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H"older
s inequality shows

c
����
�� k� � �hk���� � k� � �hk��� kr�u� vh�k��

whence

c
����
�� k� � �hk��� � kr�u� vh�k��

From this and other lower bounds of �'�F ��'�G�� � �F �G� we derive the
assertion� We omit further details and refer to ����� ut
Remark �	��� Uniqueness of the deformation u or uh is not assumed in this
section� The results hold for any choice of u and any choice of uh that solves
�C� and �Ch�� respectively�

Remark �	��� Perhaps the most striking aspect is that we have quasi�uniform
convergence for the stress �elds� The natural norm for ru is L� with dual
L��� for the stress �� hence

k� � �hk��� � c�� inf
vh�Ah

kru�rvhk�

appears �quasi�� optimal� In particular� we have uniqueness of the continuous
and discrete stress variable � � DCW �ru� and �h � DCW �ruh� although
u and uh are� in general� not unique �����

Remark �	��� The theorem yields a controlled convergence of the approxi�
mate microstructure region �mh �� zero set of �h� towards �m ��zero set
of �� in the sense that k� � �hk� � ��

Remark �	��� The lower bounds in the a priori error estimates include terms
in directions perpendicular to A� e�g� kPru � Pruhk�� and modi�cations
thereof� Hence� one may regard the ��well problem for n  � as the worst
case linked to the scenario in the direction A for n � �� In the direction of
A� the gradients are controlled only o� the microstructure region �m ��mh
where the weight � � �h is positive�

Remark �	��� Typically� any control of the error in the crucial direction A�
e�g� for �u � uh��A� fails and so we have no strong convergence of the
volume fractions� However� there is weak convergence�

Remark �	�	� Even if u is unique� we can only expect weak convergence of
the coe	cients of the Young measure approximations

��ruh� �
� ��ru� in L�����

In contrast to the convex coe	cients of the Young measure� the supports
show strong convergence� Let

S�F � �
�
fS��F �g if jF �Bj � jAj�
F if jAj � jF �Bj�
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and dist�X �Y � � inf�x�y��X�Y jx� yj for two sets X�Y � Rn� Then� shown
in ���� for some strictly positive weight �h�

k����h dist �S�ruh��S�ru�� k� � c�� inf
vh�Ah

kru�rvhk��

Remark �	��� Recall from Theorem ��� that strong convergence should not
be expected for �nite element solutions of �Mh�� this is di�erent for �Ch��
Nevertheless� we have no estimate and even no proof of strong convergence
of uh towards u in W �������

We conclude this remark with an argument that indicates that� to con�
struct a strongly convergent sequence it is not enough to look at the con�
vergence of energies� Let uh be a minimizer of �Mh�� which is certainly not
expected to converge strongly� As h� �� the energy E�uh� and so the relaxed
energy CE�uh� will decrease to E�u��

Remark �	��� In the case n  �� Nicolaides and Walkington proved strong
convergence of gradients for a slightly modi�ed numerical method in �����
Their method is based on lumping the mass matrix in the low order term
��u�  ku� fk��� It is important in their proof that this term is present�

Open Problem �	��� Design a discretization of �C� which yields strongly con�
vergent discrete gradients for n � �� It is conjectured that mixed or stabilized
schemes are required for that�

The following example illustrates that one needs an additional �or im�
plicit� selection criterion if one wants to design �nite element approximations
of �Ch� with strongly convergent gradients�

Example �	��� Consider the ��well problem �M� for n  � with �  � �with�

out the lower order term
R �
� u

� dx in Section ��� Let uh be one solution
of �Mh�� As discussed in Theorem ���� neither uh nor any subsequence is
strongly convergent in W ������ �� as h � �� On the other hand� �uh� solves
�Ch�� Thus� even if there exists some strongly convergent sequence of �nite el�
ement solutions within a relaxed formulation� there may be another sequence
which is not strongly convergent�

Remark �	��� Local regularity of the stress variable is shown in ����� higher
regularity of u is not known to us� Hence� the convergence rates 	 of

inf
vh�Ah

kru�rvhk�  O�h	�

are unknown� At least we know by density

lim
h��

inf
vh�Ah

kru�rvhk�  ��

i�e� we have convergence in Theorem ����� but the convergence rates 	 are
not guaranteed a priori � Consequently� Theorem ���� is not a tool for error
control� We have to rely on a posteriori error control�
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A posteriori error control is based on computable error terms� Let T
be a regular triangulation of � ���� �cf� Section �� into closed triangles or
parallelograms �such that two T� and T� in T are either disjoint or share a
complete edge or a common node�� Let E be the set of all edges �respectively
faces for n  ���

By hT we denote the elementwise constant function de�ned by hT jT 
hT � diam�T � and de�ne hE jE  hE � diam�E�� Let ��h � nE� denote the
jump of the discrete stresses �h � nE along an edge E �respectively face for
n  �� of two neighboring elements� nE is a unit normal vector of a �xed
orientation along E� Let

�T � h
���
T jjD��uh� � div �hjj���L����T �

� ���
X

E	�T
�

hE jj��h � nE �jj���L����E�
������

for each element T in T and then

� � �
X
T�T

�T �
���

Theorem ���� ������� There exists a constant c�� such that

k� � �hk��� � kPru�Pruhk� � k� � �hk� � c�� ��

Proof� The proof follows the arguments of Theorem ���� up to the pointZ
�

�� � �h� � re dx 

Z
�

�� � �h� � r�e� eh� dx

for the error e � u � uh and a discrete approximation eh such as the L�

projection of e onto Ah ����� For a lower order functional �� the Galerkin
orthogonality adds the term D��u�uh�eh��D��uh�uh�eh� which vanishes
for � a	ne� The Euler�Lagrange equation reads

div �  D��u� ��  D��uh� ��
and so an elementwise integration by parts showsZ

�

�� � �h� � r�e� eh� dx 
X
T�T

Z
T

div �h �e� eh� dx

�D��uh� e� eh� �

Z
�E

��h � nE ��e� eh� ds�

Standard arguments in the theory of a posteriori error estimates ������� then
prove Z

�

�� � �h� � r�e� eh� dx � c�� kr�e� eh�k� ��

Utilizing a bound kr�e� eh�k� � c�	 we conclude the proof� ut
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Remark �	���� The proof of the theorem shows that all the terms controlled
in the a priori estimates can arise in the lower bound of the a posteriori
estimate as well �����

Remark �	���� The estimate of the theorem shows a power ��� in the de�ni�
tion of � instead ��� expected for the L��� norm� Roughly speaking� we lose
half of the estimate by taking kr�e� eh�k� � c�	 instead of �a local version
of� kr�e � eh�k�  O�h	�� Although experiments often show ��� � 	 � �
����� 	  � cannot be improved upon to obtain a reliable bound�

Remark �	���� In cases where the solution to �C� is smooth� the convergence
rates of the error estimators are too pessimistic and show only half of the
convergence rate of the error�

Remark �	���� For complete �reliable� error control� we need estimates for
the constant c�� in the theorem� The proof shows that we need a priori
bounds from E�u� � E�uh� which can be computed from uh and �� The
remaining constant c�� depends on the shape of the elements and patches
�and not on their sizes�� analytical estimates can be found in �����

In conclusion� we have a beautiful a priori estimate for the stress variables
but only half of what might be e	cient in the reliable a posteriori bound�
This is some reliability�e	ciency gap related to the fact that CW is not
uniformly convex�

Open Problem �	��� Prove reliable and e	cient a posteriori error estimates
for the relaxed scalar ��well problem�

�
 Numerical Algorithms

The numerical analysis takes advantage of the convexity of �C�� There are
local minimizers and� cf� Exercise ���� they coincide with global minimizers�
the set of discrete solutions is convex�

The following algorithms were behind the numerical experiments ��������

Algorithm ���� �Solution of �Ch���

��� Choose u�h and set j  ��

��� Determine a search direction vjh by performing a few steps of a precon�
ditioned conjugate gradient algorithm to solve the linear system

D�CE�ujh� v
j
h  �DCE�ujh��

��� Perform line search by computing �an approximation to� 	j � R with

CE�ujh � 	jvjh�  minfCE�ujh � 	vjh� � 	 � Rg�
��� Update uj
�h � ujh � 	jvjh� j � j � � and go to ����
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Remark ����� If � and then the relaxed problem is strictly convex� the Hes�
sian matrix D�CE�ujh� is positive de�nite and has a sparse structure because
of the underlying �nite element approximation� We run a preconditioned
conjugate gradient algorithm �PCG� where the preconditioner is simply the
diagonal� The PCG iteration is terminated after a number of steps taking into
account the computational e�ort and energy levels� Hence� in ���� vjh is an
approximation between the steepest descent direction �i�e� for one CG step�
and Newton Raphson
s corrector �i�e� for in�nite CG steps� and is therefore
called truncated Newton method �

Remark ����� In our numerical examples reported below� �� to �� PCG steps
were necessary in step ��� while we needed �� to �� line searches for any new
mesh within a nested iteration �i�e� choose u�h for a �ner mesh as the inter�
polated discrete solution on the coarser mesh�� Throughout our numerical
experiments the computer e�ort grew only linearly with the number of un�
knowns and so the standard solver Algorithm ���� proved to be e	cient�

The adaptive meshes of the lectures are generated automatically� Based
on the re�nement indicator ������ of Theorem ����� the following algorithm
from ���� generates a sequence of re�ning triangulations�

Algorithm ���� �Adaptive Algorithm��

��� Start with a coarse initial mesh Th� � set k  ��
��� Solve the discrete problem uhk on the mesh Thk �
��� Compute �T for each T in Thk �
��� Compute the upper error bound �

P
T�Thk

�T �
�� and decide to stop �then

terminate computation� or to re�ne �then go to �����
��� Mark T � Thk for red�re�nement provided

�T � ��� max
K�Thk

�K �

��� Re�ne further triangles to avoid hanging nodes and thereby create a new
mesh Thk�� by red�green�blue re�nement� Update k to k � � and go to
����

Remark ����� Details on red�green�blue re�nement may be found in �����

Remark ����� Algorithm ���� was run for Example ��� and Example �����
Figure ��� and Figure ����� show the resulting di�erent meshes after ��
re�nement steps in the deformed con�guration� We observe re�nements to�
wards the sharp interface in �C� but re�nements of layers instead of �ner and
�ner layers in �M�� This and numerical tests supported our conjecture that
adaptive algorithms work for �C� and fail for �M��

Open Problem ����� Design an adaptive algorithm for e�ective automatic re�
�nements for the �non�relaxed� problem �M��
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�� Model of Phase Transitions

The variational model of an elastic body which occupies a bounded Lipschitz
domain � 	 Rn with two distinct zero�stress strain phases

F� and F� in Rn�n
sym � fF � Rn�n � F  F T g

de�nes a vectorial ��well problem �M�� For each well Fj � j  �� �� with
minimal energy W �

j � R one has a quadratic elastic energy �����

Wj�F � � ��� �F � Fj� � C�F � Fj� �W �
j for F � Rn�n

sym �

The fourth�order elasticity tensor C and the inner product � in Rn�n� E �
F �

Pn
j�k��EjkFjk � give rise to the energy scalar product �CE� � F �Pn

j�k�
�m��Cjk
mEjkFjk with induced energy norm jC��� � j�
Energy minimization balances the con�guration of the two phases and so

the strain energy density W is modeled by the minimum of W� and W�� i�e�

W �F �  minfW��F ��W��F �g�

Let � � W ������Rn� � R be a	ne and continuous and suppose A  fv �
W ������Rn� � v  uD on �g for a given uD� With the symmetric strain
��v� � symDv from linear elasticity� the continuous problem reads

�M� Minimize

Z
�

W ���u�� dx���u� over u � A�

According to the non� �quasi�� convexity ofW � the minimum in �M� is� in
general� not attained� In the vectorial case� quasiconvexity is the right notion
of convexity to obtain weak lower semicontinuity and so to guarantee the
existence of a minimizer u � A� The relaxed problem

�Q� Minimize

Z
�

QW ���u�� dx���u� over u � A�

has solutions�

Remark ����� If D���n denotes the arbitrarily smooth functions with com�
pact support in an open domain � �with boundary of vanishing volume mea�
sure j�j  �� in n copies�� the quasiconvex hull is de�ned as

QW �F �  inf
��D���n

Z
�

QW �F � ����� dx�j�j�

It is known that this de�nition is independent of � and coincides with the
convex hull if n  � �������
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In general� analytic formulae for quasiconvexi�cations QW are hardly
known� Fortunately� in this example QW is known explicitly ����

QW �F � 


���
���
W��F � if W��F � � � �W��F ��
���

�
W��F � �W��F �

�
��������W��F ��W��F �

�� � ��� if jW��F ��W��F �j � ��
W��F � if W��F � � � �W��F ��

The real parameter � is given byC� F� and F� in terms of a certain projection
onto the space of symmetric matrices�

Two cases of compatibility and incompatibility deserve separate investi�
gations�

De�nition �
��� The two symmetric wells F� and F� are compatible if there
exist two vectors a and b in Rn such that

F�  F� � a� b� b� a�

otherwise they are incompatible� �Recall a�b is the dyadic product of a and b��
Remark ����� If F� and F� are compatible� abbreviated as �in the compatible
case�� we have �  ��� �F� � F�� � C�F� � F�� �����

The relation between �M� and �Q� is analogous to �M� and �C� in scalar
problems� In particular� �Q� has solutions which are weak limits of minimizing
sequences for E and there holds �see for example �������

inf E�A�  minQE�A��
De�nition �
��� Set S � DQW and� given some solution u to �Q�� let
� � S���u���

Remark ����� The stress �eld � from �Q� is indeed the stress �eld attached
to �M� ����

Remark ����� Local regularity is known for the stress �eld ������� in the
compatible case� for the incompatible case see ����� The displacement u is less
smooth� higher regularity is not expected� Seregin ���� Theorem ���� shows
that the strain tensor locally has bounded mean oscillation and investigates
the pure phase area�

Lemma �
�� ���
��� If F� and F� are compatible
 we have

jC�����S�E�� S�F ��j� � �S�E�� S�F �� � �E � F ��

Proof� The proof follows with elementary real analysis� we refer to ����� ut
Remark ����� In the compatible case� S is monotone� The assertion of the
lemma is wrong if QW is not convex� i�e� in the incompatible case�
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Remark ���	� Uniqueness of the displacement u �or uh below� is not assumed
in this section� Nevertheless� in the compatible case � from �Q� is unique�
�For a proof employ the lemma and the Euler�Lagrange equations��

As relevant macroscopic quantities can be recovered from a solution u for
�Q�� whence the discrete problem �Qh� is of practical signi�cance�

�Qh� Minimize

Z
�

QW ���uh�� dx ���uh� over uh � Ah 	 A�

Our a priori estimate asserts quasi�optimal convergence of the stress �eld
in the energy norm�

Theorem �
�� ���
��� If F� and F� are compatible
 we have

kC������ � �h�k� � inf
vh�A�h

kC�����u� vh�k��

Proof� Lemma ����� the Galerkin orthogonality and Cauchy
s inequality show

kC������ � �h�k�� �
Z
�

�� � �h� � ��u� uh� dx



Z
�

�� � �h� � ��u� vh� dx



Z
�

�C������ � �h�� � �C
�����u� vh�� dx

� kC������ � �h�k� kC�����u� vh�k�� ut

Open Problem ����� Design a discretization of �Q� which yields strongly con�
vergent stress �elds in the incompatible case�

Remark ����� The theoretical justi�cation of the numerical analysis of non�
linear problems in continuum mechanics faces severe di	culties� The liter�
ature shows mainly weak convergence results but no estimates� The only
a priori error estimate known to us is in �����

In order to derive a computable a posteriori error estimate� let T denote
a regular triangulation and de�ne the volume and edge residuals R � L����n

and J � L��E�n as residuals in the strong form of the Euler�Lagrange
equations� for T � T and E � E � by

RjT � �D��uh� � div�h�jT and J jE � ��h � nE � �
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Theorem �
�� ���
��� If F� and F� are compatible
 there exist positive con�
stants c�� and c�
 which only depend on the shape and not on the size of the
elements in T 
 such that

kC������ � �h�k�� � kD�u� vh�k�
�
c��khT RkL���� � c�kh���E JkL���E�

�
�

Proof� The arguments in the proof of Theorem ���� yield

kC������ � �h�k�� �
Z
�

�� � �h� � ��u� vh� dx�

Then� standard arguments and an elementwise integration by parts conclude
the proof as in that of Theorem ����� We refer to ���� for further details� ut
Remark ����� The a posteriori evaluation of kD�u�vh�k� o�ers several heu�
ristic options� The problem is that a reliable estimate can merely be based
on u � W ������Rn� and so on kD�u� vh�k� � c��� This implies an overesti�
mation of the true error in the case that u is smooth�

Remark ����� For complete �reliable� error control� we need estimates for the
constants c�� and c� in the theorem� The constants depend on the shape of
the elements and patches� For right isosceles triangles �right isosceles triangles
result from cutting a square along one diagonal into two congruent triangles��
we have c�� � � and c� � � �����

Remark ������ Adaptive algorithms can be based on the local error indica�
tors

��T � h�T kRk�L��T � � ���
X
E��T

hEkJk�L��E� ������

in Algorithm ����� We refer to ���� for numerical examples and display Fig�
ure ����� from there� The �gure shows a contour plot of the stress modulus
computed with Algorithm ���� and ���� on top of a deformed mesh�

Remark ������ The numerical analysis of a time�depending problem is ana�
lyzed in ���� in a similar context which allows for hysteresis� In each time�step�
we face a minimization problem �M� with certain low order terms which are
quasiconvexi�ed�

Remark ������ The remaining case of incompatible wells is harder to analyze
as the local monotonicity fails to hold� Due to Seregin �����QW �symF � can be
rewritten as the sum of a convex function �which then satis�es local estimates�
and a linear combination of second order minors of F � Then� up to cofactor
matrices of the gradient F �which are stress free if pure Dirichlet boundary
conditions are imposed�� the stress di�erence can be bounded� However� the
interpretation of cofDu as a constant pressure may be formally correct �as
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Fig� �	���� Approximate solution of �Q� which simulates an elastic body which
is pulled on to and �xed at the bottom line from �	��� The deformed mesh is
overwritten with the stress contour plot of j�hj for a real material�

the model is in material coordinates�� but is doubtful from the physical point
of view� a linearisation is behind the mathematical model and so material
and spatial coordinates coincide and incompressibility reads div u  � and
not detDu  ��

Open Problem ����� Design e�ective algorithms for the computation of the
�unknown� quasiconvex hull or of accurate approximations� e�g� by related
but di�erent hulls �����������

�� Summary

Mathematical models of stationary microstructures in crystal physics� opti�
mal design� or micromagnetism involve a minimization problem �M� with
a non�convex energy density W � As a consequence� the minimum may be
unattained� �M� may fail to have a �classical� solution� Lacking a solution
of �M�� the lectures adopt the point of view that any interesting piece of
information about typical in�mizing sequences is a reasonable target of a
numerical simulation�

Important quantities are the weak limits of in�mizing sequences� regarded
as macroscopic deformations u attached to �M�� The statistical description
of arising oscillations� the developing microstructures� is possible in terms
of measure valued solutions� The lectures focus on the Young measure �� as
the second important quantity� and discuss the related generalized solution
concept �G��

In simple cases� the Young measure � can be written as a �known� function
��Du� of the macroscopic strainDu� A substitution of �  ��Du� in �G� leads
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to the quasiconvexi�cation �Q� which reduces to the convexi�cation �C� in
scalar problems� Within this relaxation process� the solution u does represent
the macroscopic state but does not show microscopic oscillations� However�
once Du is known� �  ��Du� can be computed by a simple post�processing�

A third important macroscopic quantity is the stress� the derivative � 
DW �Du� of the energy density�

All three problems �M�� �G� and �C� are essentially equivalent and posses
discrete counterparts �Mh�� �Gh� and �Ch�� The following table shows the
examples covered in the lectures by a symbol �

n  � n  � �PT � �EJ�
�Mh�
�Gh� � �
�Ch� �

The rows correspond to the mathematical model and the columns to the
examples at hand� n  � and n  � re�ect the scalar ��well problem while
�PT � stands for the phase transition problem of the preceding section and
�EJ� is the energy density in the introduction� The symbol in the table
indicates that this problem is treated outside the lectures �e�g� in preparation
for a publication�� while the question mark � denotes an open situation�

The answer to the question �which method should be applied� requires
the speci�cation of the target� For the ��well problem of the lecture and the
targets u� � and �� we favor �C��

The �rst supporting argument is that the computation of a solution to
�Mh� is a nightmare� Section � illustrates that local minimizers cluster and
so underlines what numerical analysts have experienced before�

The second supporting argument is that� in our experience� state of the art
tools such as hp�versions of the �nite element method� nested iteration and
multilevel methods� or adaptive mesh�re�ning algorithms seem successfully
applicable for �Ch� and fail for �Mh��

Limitations of this approach simply stem from the knowledge about the
�quasi�� convexi�cation of the energy density required� If the quasiconvexi��
cation is unknown� �Qh� and �Ch� are not available� There eventually remains
�Mh� in a global or local form�

Re�ned questions such as strong convergence of volume fractions or a pos�
teriori error estimates which are simultaneously reliable and e	cient remain
open at the moment� Di	culties arise merely from the lack of uniform or
even strict convexity in relaxed problems�
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